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IN THE. 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND 
Record No. 3629 
POSIE F. COOPER, COMMITTEE FOR FANNIE LOVE, 
Appellant,. 
·versus 
GRADY W. GREGORY, SHERIFF OF FRANKLIN 
COUNTY, VIRGINIA, AND AS SUCH ADMINISTRA-· 
TOR OF THE ESTATE OF JUDIE M. LOVE, DE-: 
CEASED; VIRGINIA LOVE TAYLOR, ELSIE LOVE. 
MASON, IREY LOVE, DENVER LOVE, OTIS LOVE, 
EDNA LO.VE, AND W. E. LOVE, .Appellees. . 
PETITION FOR APPEAL AND SUPERSEDE.AB. 
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, Posie F. Cooper, Committee for Fannie 
Love, respectfully represents that he is aggrieved by a cer-
tain decree handed down by the Circuit Court of Franklin 
County, Virginia, on the 4th of April, 1949, as the culmination 
of a chancery proceeding wherein your petitioner was the 
complainant aucl Grady vV. Gregory, Administrator of Judie 
M. Love, Virginia Love Taylor, and others, were defend-
ants. 
2* *Your petitioner herewith presents a transcript of the 
record in said cause, duly certified. 
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1. MATERIAL PROCEEDINGS. 
Posie F. Cooper, committee for Fannie Love, an insane in-
competent, instituted this chancery suit to subject the estate 
of Judie M. Love to the payment of such sums as tho support 
and maintenance of Fannie Love might require. From a de-
cree denying the relief prayed for, complainant submits this 
petition for an appeal. 
II. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
1. The court below held a contract, the consideration for 
which was a conveyance with special warranty, to be invalid 
on the ground that the grantor-promisee had no title. In so 
holding, it is respectfully submitted, the learned chancellor 
fell into error. 
2. The court below held that the fact that a promisor entered 
a contract with no motive of personal gain, invalidated the 
consideration. In so holding, it is respectfully submitted, the 
]earned chancellor fell into error. 
3. The trial court held that Judie M. Love died seized of n 
life estate pur aufre vie in the lands belonging to Fannie 
Love, the complamant's' incompetent, despite the fact that 
this interest had been surrendered by Judie lI. Love throug·h 
a 1918 deed. In so *holding, it is respectfully submitted, 
3* the learned chancellor fell into error. 
4. The court below held that the contract of December 
6, 1918, upon which complainant's case depends, was per-
sonal, so that its obligations could not survive the death of 
the promisor, although the evidence clearly reveals that the 
contracting parties intended the obligation to survive so long 
as Fannie Love lived. In permitting cessation of the per-
formance of these obligations while this incompetent yet lives, 
it is respectfully submitted, the learne~ chancellor committed 
error. 
III. THE QUESTIONS PRESENTED. 
1. May a promise the consideration for which is a convey-
ance with special warranty be held unenforceable 1nerely be-
cause the title to the la11zd concerned resides in a person other 
than the grootee-promisees, where such a conveyance is bar-
.l~ained for, with full lmowled.Qe of the facts on the part of 
the promisor, and there is no fra1td? 
2. Does the evidence. in the case at bat· establish that the 
life estate pur autre vie once owned by ludy Mary Love with 
• 
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reference to the share of her· incompetent sister, F:annie, yet 
subsists, or does the record rather m(llf&ifest that this life 
estate was surrendered by Judy Mary Love in 19181 
3. Is a co1Jitract for the support and 1naintenwnce of wn in-
competent person a type which cannot swrvive the party 
promisi!Jig sitch service? 
4* *IV. FACTS. 
The chain of events. leading to the present litigation was 
begun on April 19, ~893, when Wiley P. Love conveyed a tract 
of land in Franklln County to his wife, Abigail Love, for 
life, with remainder to their children. Some few years after 
this deed, Love died. On the 8th of November, 1906, Abigail, 
who since "Wiley's death had married a man named Hodges, / 
-conveyed her life estate to her daughter, Judy Mary Love.~ 
Twelve years later, on December the 5th and 6th, 1918, the 
various children of Wiley Love and Abigail Love Hodges 
assembled, and effected a partition and rearrangement of their 
various possessory and remainder interests. The land they 
severed into three tracts, while the life estate pur autre vie 
owned by Judy M. Love was relinquished by her. 
The chief desire of the Loves, in addition to partitioning the 
land, was that some permanent provision be made for their 
insane sister, Fannie Love. To implement their various in-
tentions, two deeds were executed. The first, that of Decem-
ber 5, 1918, was signed by each of the children with the ex-
ception of Fannie, and provided for a partition of the land 
into three equal tracts. The December 6th deed was signed 
by exactly the same persons who had executed the earlier 
instrument, including· Judy Mary Love. It recited that Wiley 
Love had another child, Fannie Love, '' who is unmarried and 
incapable of attending to her own affairs and needs someone 
to take care of her and treat her kindly". It further recite~ 
that "the said Fannie Love is entitled to a one-sixth interest 
in the real estate of her father". Then follows *the 
5* operative language of the conveyance and contract: 
" * * ,x. said parties of the one part do hereby agree that 
said Judy Mary Love, the party of the other part, shall take 
the said Fannie Love into her custody and control, take good 
·care of her, be kind to her and in consideration thereof the 
said Judy Mary Love is to have the one-sixth interest of 
the said Fanny Love in fee simple and absolutely so far as the 
varties of the one part are concernecl, and thereupon the said 
parties of the one part do hereby grant and convey, with 
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Special Wa1rranty, unto the party of the other part the one-
sixth interest of Fannie Love in the lands of Wiley P. Love, 
deceased, lying near Sydnorsville, about one mile west of same, 
containing ·fifty-three acres, more or less, and is cut off with 
the lot of Judy Mary Love. Said lot is bounded as follows 
(metes and bounds set out) containing 106 acres, 2 rods and 
28 poles, and one-half of which is now owned by the said Judy 
Mary Love and the other half belongs to Fannie Love and 
here by conveyed to said Judy Mary Love, said Judy Mary 
Love agrees to provide well for said Fannie Love and treat 
her kindly.'' 
Judy Love,. in. accordance with the provisions of this in-
strument, supported and maintained Fannie until the former's 
death in 1937·. Thereafter, Judy's daughter, Virginia Love 
Taylor, performed the contract, on the same premises. 
In 1945 occurred the breach which gave rise to the present 
litigation. In that year Virginia Love Taylor announced 
that she intended to abide by the contract no longer, but that 
so far as she was concerned, Fannie could be sent to the 
State Hospital at Staunton. This the remainder of the. family 
would not permit; it was arranged that Fannie, pending the 
outcome of this controversy, should live with her aged mother, 
Abigail Hodges. In due course Posie Cooper, Fannie's com-
mittee, brought this suit to enforce _the contract entered into 
in 1918. From a decree deciding the case for the respondents,. 
Fannie Love's con:imittee seeks this appeal. 
*V. ARGUMENT. 
1. lJiaJJ a pro11iise .the consideration for which is a convey-
. a.nee with special warranty be held unenforceable 1nerelJJ 
becanse the title to the land concerned resides in a person 
nther than the ~qrantor-vromisee, where such a conveyance is 
bar.qained for, with f11,ll knowled,qe of the facts on the part 
of the promisor, and there is no fra'Ud? 
The ground· upon which the chancellor based his decree 
denying the relief prayed for in this case, was that the con-
tract guaranteeing· Fanny Love's maintenance was not sup-
ported by a consideration: 
'' * ~ * the court is of the opinion that said contract is 
without efficacy or sufficient consideration upon which to predi-
cate said contract, insofar as the provision therein contained 
for the care, support and maintenance of Fanny Love is con-
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cerned, in that the consideration is based upon the convey-
ance of an undivided remainder Cl:ltate in the lands of Fanny 
Love by grantors other than the owners thereof, to which 
the grantors had neither legal nor equitable ownership there-
in; and it is therefore adjudged, ordered and decreed that the 
attempted conveyance of Fanny Love by her brothers and 
sisters as set forth in the clced of December 5-6, 1918, inso-
far as it concerns the share of Fanny Love, be, and the same 
is null and -void; and the complainant is not entitled to the 
relief prayed for in said bill to subject the estate of Judy 
Mary Love, deceased, for the benefit of said complainant.'' 
·what is the import of this holding f Promises were made 
on the 6th of December, 1918, that Fanny Love should be 
supported and maintained. This is not denied-for the in-
strument containing these promises is a matter of public 
record. But the court holds that, nevertheless, these promises 
are not legally capable of enforcement. 
7* *This is a very serious matter. Nine persons gather in 
1918 and after due deliberation arrive at important and 
weighty agreements. These agTeements are incorporated into 
formal writings, conveyances in form. The writings mani-
fest the exchanging of certain promises. Now, three decades 
later, the chancellor holds that the promise of one of the nine 
is unenforceable for lack of consideration. Fannie Lovo, 
a helpless incompetent, is cast adrift,. although in deed book 
67, page 341, in the Clerk's Office of Franklin County, Vir-
g'inia, will be found this statement: 
" * * * ,Judy Mary Love,. party of the other part, shall take 
t.he said Fannie Love into her custody and control, take good 
care of her, be kind to her, * * * said ,Judy Mary Love agrees to 
provide well for said Fannie Love and treat her kindly.'' 
It should require but a moment to demonstrate how com-
pletely erroneous is the view of the ehancellor that these un-
doubted promi~es are not supported by a consideration. Ad-
1niftedly the grantors in the Gth of Deceniber deed were not , 
8e-izcd of the tract they convc.11crl. Tiu~ deed does not purvort 
to show that thv were seized, but on the contrary expressly 
1na11i.f ests that they were not. .Thc conveymice was one of 
Special TVa.rranty. No other covenant appears in the deed, 
whether of seizin of right to convey, or of general warranty. 
Tho instrument was evidently drnwn by a skilled legal crafts-
man who understood precisely what he wished to accomplish. 
It results that this deed differed very little from a quit-
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claim conveyance. The incidents of a covenant of Special 
·warranty are set forth in §5172 of the Virginia Code: 
8* *" A covenant by any such grantor 'that he will warrant 
specially the property hereby conveyed', shall have the 
same effect as if the grantor had covenanted that he, his heirs, 
and personal representatives and assigns, against the claims 
and demands of the grantor, and all persons claiming or to 
claim by, through, or under Tt,ini." (Italics supplied.) 
It was of no consequence whatsoever that the title to the 
interest concerned was at that time in another person, Fannie 
Love. '' So a covenant of svecial warranty is not broken,'' 
it is stated in 2 Minor on Real Property, §1054, "where, at 
the time the land is conveyed, title tltereto is in a third person 
who is not claiming by, through or under the grantor". 1.'o 
hold that a bargained-for conveyance in which there are 'JU> 
warranties cannot be a consideration if the title fails, would 
in eflect abolish the law of quitclaim trans/ ers. But it is well 
recognized that a quitclaim conveyance is a good consideration, 
whether any title passes or not: 
''In the absence of fraud, when the grantee is content with 
a quitclaim deed, the rule caveat em.ptor applies, and he must 
pay the consideration for the deed whether he receives any 
title or not.'' 4 Thompson on Real Property, §3050. '' 
The following cases support the proposition just quoted: 
Washington Life lnsu.ra11ce Co. v. Marshall, 56 Minn. 250, 
57 N. vV. 658; Botsford v. Wilson, 75 Ill. 132; Hewlett v. 
Hamilton, 60 Minn. 21, 61 N. W. 672; Butman v. Hitssey, 30 
Me. 263. It is undoubtedly the law that a quitclaim con-
veyance is a good com,ideration, regardless of whether the 
conveyee gets a title. For this is a chance taken by the quit-
claim grantee-a chance inherent when the.conveyance is quit-
claim or by special warranty conveyance only. ,x:The con-
g• sideration imparted by a quitclaim or special warranty 
conveyance is undoubtedly not so great a consideration as 
is afforded by a conveyance with general warranty-but it is a 
consideration. A consideration is all that the Law of Cont.rad: 
requires. In the famous statement of Lord Coke in Pinnell 's 
Case, "A robe, a hawk, or a peppercorn may each be a con-
sideration''. If a quitclaim conveyance or a special (warranty 
deed be bargained for, they constititte a consideration, 'whether 
they operate to trans/ er a title or not. . 
The traditional vie,,· of consideration is, of course, '' detri-
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ment to the promisee ". As has been shown, the execution of 
:an ordinary quitclaim, deed, with no warranties whatsoever, 
is a detriment, whether the grantor has any title or not. It is 
something he does not have to do. ''Detriment, therefore, 
as used in testing the sufficiency of consideration means 
legal detrim.ent as distinguished from detriment in fart. It 
means giving up soniething which i1n1necliately prior th~ereto 
the vrmnisee was privileged to keep, or doing or 'refraining 
.something which then he was privileged not to do or ref rain 
j,rom doing." "Williston on Contracts, §102a. And in the 
same authority see the following statement: 
'' Benefit and detriment have a technical meaning. N e·ither 
the benefit to the vroniisor nor the detri1nent to the prornisee 
need be actual. It would be a detriment to the promisee, in a 
legal sense, if he, at the request of the promisor and upon the 
strength of that promise, had performed any act which oc-
, casioned h-ini the sli.qhtest trouble or inconvenience, and which 
he was not oblil}ed to verfonn." Ibid., §102a. (Italics sup-
plied.) (See also Ric]miond Engineering Corp. v. Loth, 135 
Va. 110, 105 S. E. 774, which cites the above quotation.) 
10* *·We see that the mere execution of a deed, if bar-
gained for, constitutes a legal detriment. regardless of 
title. But the detriment suffered by these grantorR, and the 
corresponding benefit moving to Judy 1vfary Love, is much 
stronger. The 53 acre interest owned by Fanny Love, will on 
lier death pass to her heir-at-law. This heir, both in 1918 
aud today, is her mother Abigail Love Hodges. Abigail's 
heirs are Fanny's brother and sisters-the grantors in the 
December 6th deed. There is thus a strong probability that the 
title to this land actually will come to these grantors a: some 
time. When this happens, the operation nf the doctrine of 
estoppel b:lJ deed will carry the after-acquired title to Judy 
Mary Love and her heirs. ,vhere one without title to a tract 
of land conveys that tract with special warranty, and the 
title subsequently is transferred to him, such title inures to 
the benefit of his previous grantee. That this is the law ean-
not he doubted. Consider the case of Hurlev v. Ch(1,rles, 112 
Va. 706, 72 S. E. 689 (1911). In this case the following 
language will be found: 
'' The twelfth assignment of error presents the question 
whether an after acquired title by a grantor, who conveys with 
·covenants of special warranty and quiet possession inures 
to the benefit of his grantee. 
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'' in the case before us there were the covenant of 
special warranty and the covenant of quiet possession, both 
of which wou,ld pe broken, should the plaintiff be permitted 
to assert claim to the land in controversy, either by adverse 
possession or any after-acquired title. See Va. Code 1904,. 
~2447, as to the effect of a covenant of special warranty." 
11 * *It is true that in the case just cited the deed concerned 
contained a covenant of quiet possession as well as one 
of special warranty, but the court made it clear that either 
covenant would have been sufficient to invoke the doctrine of 
estoppel by .deed as to an after-acquired title. The leading 
case on this point is Doe d. Potts v. Dowdall, 3 Houst. 369, 
11 Am. Rep. 757 (Del., 1866). In that case the only covenant 
was one of special warranty; it was held sufficient to carry 
an after-acquired title to the grantee. It results that if these 
g-rantors ever acquire the title to Fannie Love's fifty-three 
acres, that title ,vill immediately pass to Judy Mary Love and 
her heirs. This is detriment in ev·ery sense of the word and 
unquestionably a consideration. 
The learned chancellor in his opinion emphasizes the fact 
that the deed of December 6th shows on its face that the title 
manifested actually is a point for the appellant in this case, 
for it shows that there was no fraud, misrepresentation, or 
mistake whatsoever in this transaction and the type of con-
veyance of Judy 1\Iary Love received was precisely what she 
lmrgained for. · 
It is, of course, fundamental that the efficacy and legal effect 
of a deed is in no wise affected by the fact that the wording 
of the deed itself shows title to reside in parties other than 
the g-rantors. An after-acquired title still will inure to the· 
henefit of the .grantees even if the deed shows the grantors 
to have no shred of title at the time the instrument was drawn. 
See Harrison v. Christopher, 34 N. J. Eq. 459, 465 (1881). 
In that case as here the deed bv its own recitations showed 
title *to be in persons other than the grantors. · The 
12* . court cited the leading authorities, English and Ameri-
can, and. held that the doctrine of estoppel by deed ap-
plied as to an after-acquired title nevertheless: 
" ~· * *"
1 the truth appears on the face of the deed under con-
~ideration, but it is also entirely clear that the parties dealt 
with each other as if it did not appear there. ~ * e In this con-
dition of affairs, I think it would be a manifest misapplication 
<1f legal principle to say that the truth was the estoppel. '" 
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In the learned chancellor's opinion the following language 
also appears: · 
"I am, therefore, of the opinion that there was never any 
· motive of gain on the part of Judy Mary Love in caring for 
her sister, but that she ministered to the comfort and support 
of her unfortunate sister because of sympathy, affection and 
the bonds of kinship, and that Judy Mary Love would have 
performed this service as fully and in the same manner re-
gardless of the contract in question.'' 
This statement by the court reveals, it is respectfully sub-
mitted, a grievous misconception of the law. Motive is an 
entirely different thing from legal consideration. See the 
following quotation from 1 Williston on Contracts; §111, en-
titled "Consideration distinguished from motive": 
''Though the desire to obtain a·consideration for a promise 
may be, and ordinarily is, the motive inducing the promisor 
to enter into a contract, yet this is not essential nor, on the· 
. other hand, can any motive serve itself as consideration. Thus, 
A may be moved by friendship to sell his horse to B for one· 
hundred dollars; if there is an actual agreement to make the 
exchange of the horse for the money, the.re will be a con-
tract though A's motive for entering info the transaction 
was friendship. And the result would be the same if the 
motive were enmity." 
13* *In a note to this section. a large number of cases arc 
cited in support thereof. 
The American Law Institute 's Restatement of Contracts, 
~84, is to the same effect: 
"Consideration is not insuff'icient because of the fact (a) 
that obtaining it was not the 1notivc or rnaterial cause in. in-
ducing the promisor to 11utke the promise." 
The learned chancellor felt that ,Judy Love entered into 
this contract with no motive of personal gain-and held that 
the fact that there was no such motive nullified the legal 
consi<lcration. The appellant <loes not agree; by virtue of 
the eon tract Ju<ly Love an<l her heirs have had sole use of. 
:fifty-three acres of land thirty ycai·s, with the expectancy of 
getting an absolute fee title thereto when Fanny Love an<l 
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her mother should die. But even if such a gain was not 
.T udy Love·'s motive, nevertheless the consideration was bar-
gained for-and for the learned chancellor to rule that legal 
consideration is insufficient merely because it was not the 
"motive" for entering the contract is, it is respectfully sub-_ 
mitted, undoubtedly and unquestionably error. 
The instrument containing Judy Mary Love's promise to 
support Fanny Love was under seal. At common law a sealed 
contract required no consideration. The appellant will not 
emphasize this point, because it is r0spectfully submitted that 
there was a more than adequate consideration to support 
the contract. But the seal furnishes another reason for view-
ing as error the chancellor's *action below. It is some-
14* times said that the rule that a seal imports a considera-
tion does not pertain in equity. If this ever was the law, 
it would seem to be true no longer in Virginia. The case of 
lVilson v. Butt: 168 Va. 259, 190 S. E. 260, decided in 1937, was 
a suit in chancery. A contract lm<ler seal was involved, and 
the contention was made that it was not supported by a con-
sideration. Judge Holt quickly disposed of that argument: 
'' It ( the contract) is under seal .and the ref ore purports a · 
consideration. ' ' 
There is still another reason why it was error for the learned 
judge to have held this contract unenforceable for lack of 
consideration. The agreement ,v.as made over thirty years 
ago; the parties thereto considered that by its execution the 
serious matters therein concerned bad been settled. It was 
performed witho11t query for twenty-seven years. In so long 
a time substantial changes of position in reliance on the 
contract have been inevitable. Under such circumstances it is 
coming to be recognized that far the better rule requires a 
party (or as in this case, a party's administrator) to be 
estopped to deny that a contract is supported by a considera-
tion. The doctrine of promissory estoppel has been set forth 
in the Restatement of Contracts, §90, as follows: 
'' A promise which tl1e promisor should reasonably expect 
to induce action or forbearance of a definite or substantial 
character on the pa rt of the promisee and which does induce 
such action or forbearance is binding· if injustice can be 
avoided only by enforcement of the promise.'' ( See the ap-
proving discussion of the principle of promissory estoppel in 
.Williston on Contracts, §139 and 140.) 
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.As has been affirmed, the petitioner does not place his 
15* *primary reliance on the doctrine of promissory es-
toppel, or the fact that the contract entered into in 
1918 was under seal. Such reliance is unnecessary, because 
the authorities make it abundantly clear that the execution 
of that deed was a detriment to the grantor-promisees, and 
that this bargained-for consideration is entirely sufficient to 
render the promises Judy Mary Love made at that time 
leg-ally binding and enforceable. 
2. Does the evidence in the case at bar establish that the 
life. estate pur autre 1}ie once owned by litdy lJf ary Love with 
reference to the share of her incompetent sister, Fannie, yet 
.sub.c;ists, or does the record rather numifest that this life. es-
tate was sitrrerulered by ludy Love. in 1918? 
When, in December, 1918, the· nine parties assembled to. 
partition the land in which they had undivided interests, the 
€ntire tract was subject to a life estate pitr a,utre 'IJie owned 
by Judy Mary Love. Her mother, Abigail Love Hodges, had 
had a life estate as the result of the 1893 deed from her hus-
band Wiley Love, which interest Abigail conveyed to Judy in 
1906. In the deeds of 5 and 6 of December, 1918, this life 
interest was surrendered by Judy :Mary, in that she joined in 
the conveyance partitioning the land in fee simple. The 
learned chancellor bas held, however, that Judy's life estate 
has not been surrendered as to Fanny's share. This, it is 
respectfully submitted, is error of the most unfortunate type. 
Consider the following language in the deed of December 6, 
1918: 
16* *""\Vhereas, the said Fanny Love is en.titled to a one-
sixth intere.c;t in the real estate of her father, the Aaid 
Wiley P. Love, which real estate has already been divided 
into six parts among the above named parties ... (The) 
lot is bounded as follows . . . containing lOG acres, 2 rods 
and 28 poles, one-lmlf of which is now owned b~T the i:mid .Judy 
Mary Love and the other one-half belon,qs to sa,id Fanny 
Love . .... " 
The instrument from which the above quotation is talrnn 
was signed by Judy Mary Love. It nowhere makes mention 
of any life estate in Judy, but on the contrary recites and 
states over and over ap:ain that Fanny Love "is entitled to 
a one-sixth interest' '-that '' one-half he longs t.o said Fanny 
Love.'' By the previous day's deed it is unquestioned that 
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Judy surrendered her life estate pitr autre vie as to the other 
two-thirds of the land. It should be equally unquestioned that 
by the deed of December 6th this interest was surrendered 
as to Fanny's part. . 
It is well settled that it will not lie in the mouth of a party 
to a deed later to denv material facts recited in that instru"" 
ment. The rule is stated in FidelitJJ and Deposit Cornpany 
of Maryland v. Anderson, 155 Va. 535, 150 S. E. 413 (1929), 
in this manner : 
"Statements made in a deed, however, are absolutely con-
clusive against the parties to the deed or their privies in ariy 
legal proceedings between them taken upon the deed. The 
principle is that, where a man has entered into a solemn en-
gagement by and.unµ~r liis hand and seal as to certain facts, 
he shall not be ·p~rmitted to deny a~y matter he has so as-
serted.,. · 
The instrument executed on the 6th of December., 1918, 
solemnly affirms that Fanny· Love was entitled to and owned 
. a one-sixth inter~st of the entire tract of land. That 
1 T" instrument was signed ""by ,Ji1dy Mary Love, and a seal 
is appended to her signature. Now, thirty years there-
after, Judy Love's heirs and her administrator claim that 
Fanny Love's share. was not so owned by her, but-that it was 
subject to a life estate pm· au.tre vie in Judy. To give cred-
ence to this contention, it is respectfully submitted, was 
error. For additional authorities on the same point-· -that 
the parties to a sealed instrument are estopped to deny the 
truth of recitals contained therein {in some cases even t.l10ugb 
the recitals are in direct contradiction to the _record), see 
tbe following· cases: Blanke.nsh-ip v. Ely, 98 Va. 359, 36 S. E. 
484: Pannill v. Callaway, 78 Va. 387; Lancaster v. fflilson,. 
27 Gra tt. 624. 
This matter of whether ,Judy Mary Love owned a life estate 
piir mitre vie in Fannie Love's share is not of any real conse-
quence in the case. It was seized upon by oppmdng r.ounsel in 
an attempt to demonstrate the grantors in the 6th of Decem-
ber deed. This, of course, is inconsequential-the law is not 
concerned with wl1ether or not a consideration is great or 
whether it is small, so long as there is a consideration. Bnt 
petitioner respectfully submits t]mt in so· reducing the 
quantum of consideration I1ere, the learned chancellor has 
fallen into error, because the life estate pnr autre vie ,vllich 
Judy Love had owned with reference to Fannie LoYe's Rlurre-,. 
was effectively surrendered by the December 6th instrument. 
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3. Is a contract for the .support and maintenance of an in-
competent person a tt,pe which cannot survive the party 
proniislng such service? 
1s• ·The decree denying complainant the relief sought in 
the lower court was based entirely upon a supposed 
want of consideration in the 1'918 contract. But dicta in the 
learned chancellor's opinion indicate that he also considered 
that contract to be of a type which could not survive the 
parties: 
"Having decided that the contract was not supported b!~ 
a. valiq consideration, it is unimportant, so far. as this court 
is concerned to go further; but at the request of counsel, I 
would say that in so far as the contract of December 6, 1918, 
could be considered a contract, I am of tl1e opinion that it 
would come within the category of 'a personal service con-
tract'.'' 
Since Lord Mansfield's deeision in the great old Englisli 
case of Hambly Y. Trott, Cowper :371 (King's Bench, 1776), 
it has been undoubted that actions ex contractit survive the 
death of a contracting party. Certain types of contracts, how-
ever, have by their very nature come to be recognized as 
incapable of performance after the death of a party. These 
are known as "personal contracts," and the chancellor l1as 
classed the contract in the case at bar in this group. In so 
doing, it is respectfully submitted. the learned court fell into 
error. 
There is a paucity of Virginia authority on the tests for 
personal contrach-1, since such agreements are rightly enough 
quite rare. A general authority states this as the criterion: 
. 
'' The test for determining whether a particular contract 
is discharged by death, seems to lle -whether it is of such a 
character that it may be performed hy the promisor's per-
sonal representative." 12 Am. Jur. 950. 
The examples given in the authority just quoterl of the 
tyoes of contract which do not ~mrvive death of a party 
19ti< ar~ (1) a ,11:contract for marriage, (2) the contract of n 
singer, and (3) the contract of an artist. An informa-
tive discmision to tlrn same effect is to he found in the case of 
Burch v. Bush, 181 N. C. 125, 106 S. E. 489: · 
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'' Those ( eon tracts). of a strictly pei·sonal nattue, involving 
particul.ar personal skill or t~ste-such as a cont·ract of an 
~utJior to write a book, an artist to paint a victure; a sculpto1: 
to carve a piece of sta,t·u.ary, a singer to give a concert, and 
a promise .to niarry-are personal contracts and die with the 
f.ierstiti. Death 1ltake.t; the. pe1·fbr1nance of fodt cdtJztract8 Un:. 
fjiJ~silJle, arlfl iiideed, reindfl~s the fnairt ohject mid hidijceiµe.nt 
tu tli~ ediittaet Execiltofa and atlrhihistratbrs ar~ unable tt> 
f)@ff orin she~ contracts, aiid the estate_ of th_e d~ceasec1 caii:. 
fl6t be Iial:He iii dariiag;es hy i·enso1i of the fail ti re to complete 
them. Ordinary contracts not falling under this except-inn 
come 'under the general rule ancl death does not excuse ver-
f onnance.'' 
... J.udged by Jpese authorities ti1e conti::act e.i:itereci into i11 
1f)i8 by Judy, ~ary Love was 1wt personal at. al~; . If an opera 
singer shou_ld die, no one. would maintaiµ that. her persorial 
fepresentattves ,-~ould b,e boui1d to ascend th~ stage. and sing· 
her arias. Similarly, if a poi-trait painter should die no. _one 
would contend that his executor would be bound himself to 
l>egin piixing the paints and applying them to the canvas. 
Jt is this type, and only this type, ,vliicli is implied by the 
term "pe1~sti:rial contract" An agreeipent ftit; stippqd a11d 
fflairitenarlee ~s pot such a contract .Tlie aHeiiding of an in-
vfilid may Be t@dio11s; disfostefnl, arid labotious~bt"it tlie serv-
~t!es.to be perfoi·metl uiidet· sticli aj1 agfl~(mient neithef are jjaf.:. 
tWlilarly li:hitju~ nor <lo they call for the special skill ,vliicli 
denotes p~tsonal contract. Hmidr~ds of tlibusands of nim,es 
afid others ~~nder the services which Fannie Love requires, 
every day. Sucl1 services may be tedidtis; but tliey cer-
20• tainly are not unique. *Indeed, had the care of Fajinie 
. L6te beeii so siiigulat as to I~eQuire_ special skill, 11at1 the 
c~ritract tti ~uppcfrt and maintain her been a personal one 
Wliich only Judy Ltivc cotild pei·toriri; tlien ;Jitdy's dait.c/hte,;-, 
Virginia Love Taylor, could not have carrierl it out .for e,ight 
years a!~. she, did. A trulr personal COJ?-tract is on~ which.,it is 
-£Impossible for a personal representative to perfor~. It is 
ifupo~sible ~o~. an authot- 's per8ona1 representa~ive to. write 
a book which the author contracted to write_;_but that it was 
ttot impossible f01; judy Love;s personal representative to 
support and maintain. Fnnnic is shown by the fact that. sl1e 
was sripp6rted and maintained for almost a clecafle after lddy 
L6ve 's death~ Iii Rfating by way of dictriiii thaJ the 1918 
coritr~et. W8S personal; SO that its olilip:atidhs could ilOt Slll'-
yiVe,, it is respectflilly submitted tluit the leifriied coui't fell 
iii error. 
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OONOLUSION\ 
The learned chancellor ha's stated _in his opinion _tliilt '.'the 
equities in this cahse are with the def~ndailts' '~ The chatl-
cellor was impressed by the fact that Fannie Love is a help-
less epileptic, a~tl that hdr cifre is in~itably unpleasai1t al)d 
troublesome~ He was alsd impressed with the fact that. t:µe 
contract had been performed for twenty=seveh years: Tlie 
chancellor. thus concluded that in agreeing to support arid 
maintain Farlnie Love in tetntn fqt the December 6th cofrt~e-t=· 
an~e; J tidy Lo,~e did n6t_ make a gdfid bargaih: 1 
21 * *This may be true. Thotlsands of contt~cfs · are. tm~ 
tered into every day. Same of tlleni represent good birf~ 
gains; o~hars llre_ less oeneficiat Bttt the only question w~z-ith 
confronts a court is ivhefltM <Jr not there is a co1itract. It is 
not.for a court to maim for the parties a new contract~or to 
asst1re to evety litigant who :prny appear before it the .ad-
vantages of a good bat-gain. '' Th~ ideal of contract. law;'; it 
has bMri said; ''Js that men's feasonable expectatidns Be 
realized. '' In 1918 Judy Mary. Love ~- promised t6 support 
arid maintain her ineorhpetent si$ter; Farlnie Love; It was 
the intent (Jf the other pai·ties to that contract, and their rea;;. 
std1able exp~etation, tbat pursuant to thi~ agreement th~ir 
sist~r wtmld be cafotl for Hie rest of lier flays~ Will the lflw 
now frustrate tlieir reasunable expectations~ merely he~ati§e 
sotne mar feel that Ji1dy Mary Love eilteied iftto ari ill ad-
vised contracU . 
The late Professor Glenn makes this statement, in his Cases 
and Materials on Equity; page 477: 
"'. * * there never was ati irittsntion for courts of equity to 
exer~ise a paternal jttrisdic.tioh, and hence there was no idea 
that the defenditnt was erititl~d to the benefit of a good bar-
gai1t '' 
To the same eff~et; see lJlbote ·v: Gregm·y; 146 Va. 604, 1.31 S. 
Et 692: 
'' Getie:rally speaking, evei·y ~dult has a fight td contract 
with respect to bis property tigbts; arid when they h~ve done 
so, the coitrfs arc without authority to annitl their obli.qation.<; 
thu.s dssumed, 1l1·tle.~.§ tlte11 have been entered into nndP.r .c;uch 
circtt11tstances as to -indicate that the agreement has been 
brought about by fraud.'' 
22* * And in Richmond En.Qin('.P-rin.ri qnd .~f anu,idcturinjJ 
Corp. v. Loth, 135 Va. 110, 115 S. E. 774, the·court made 
this statement: 
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,·,"" «= * it is elementary that whether the consideration was 
commensurate with the promise is immaterial. If the con-
·sideratio1i has any value whatsoever, it is, in such case, suf-
ficient to siipport the promise and 1·ender it enforceable.'' 
Over thirty years ago a contract was made between nine 
competent parties, ensuring the support and maintenance of 
Fannie Love for the rest of her natural life. That contract 
has been breached; for over three years this helpless bene-
ficiary of that binding obligation has been bereft of the care 
to which she is legally and morally entitled. It is respectfully 
-submitted: that_:.jristice and equity should be done, that the 
decree of the Circuit Court of Franklin County entered in 
this case be reversed, and that the 1918 contract made by 
Judy Love be recognized as a binding· obligation upon her 
estate. 
Wherefore, your petitioner prays that an appeal and super-
sedeas be awarded him; that his assignments of erro! be de-
clared well .taken and sustained; and that upon a full hearing·,. 
a decree be entered in his favor. 
Counsel for petitioner desire to state orally the reasons for 
reviewing the decree of the court below, and hereby adopt this 
petition for an appeal as their opening brief. Notice that this 
petition wou1d be filed with the Clerk of the Supreme Court 
of Appeals at Richmond, and a copy thereof, were mailed to 
Virgil H. Goode, Esq., Attorney for the respondents 
23* below, on the 12th *day of .July,, 1949. 
Respectfnl1y submitted, 
POSIE F. COOPER, 
Committee for Fannie Love, 
Bv C. CARTER LEE. 
· I-Iis Attorney. 
I, C. Carter Lee, an attorney practicing in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virgini~, hereby c>ertify that in my 
opinion there is sufficient matter of error in the record accom-
panying this petition to render- it proper· that the judgment 
complained of should be· revie\vecl. 
C. CARTER LEE, 
Rocky l\fount, Virginia. 
C. CARTER LEE. 
Attorney. 
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Received July 13, 1949. 
11. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
8/23/49. 
Appeal and supersedeas awarded. 
H.B. G. 
Received August 25, 1949. 
M.B.W. 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Honorable A. H. Hopkins, Judge of the 
Circuit Court of the County of Franklin at the Courthouse 
on Monday, April 4, 1949 .. 
Be it remembered that heretofore., to-wit: 
At rules held in the Clerk's Office of Franklin Circuit 
Court on the third Monday in January, 1947, came. Posie },. 
Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love, and filed his bill in 
chancery against G. "\V. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County 
and as such Administrator of Judie M. Love and others, 
which bill is in the following words and figures: 
BILL. 
Virginia: 
Iri the Circuit Court of Franklin County. 
Posie F. Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love 
v. 
Grady W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virginia, and 
. as such administrator of the estate of Judie M. Love, de-
ceased, Virginia Love Taylor, Eh;ie Love Mason, Irey Love, 
Denver Love, Otis Love, Edna Love and "\V. E. Love 
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IN CHANCERY-BILL. 
To the Honorable A. II. Hopkins, Judg·e of the Circuit Court 
of Franklin County: 
Humbly complaining, your orator, Posie F. 
page 2 ~ Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love, insane, respect-
fully showeth unto your Honor as follows: 
(1) That your orator is the duly qualified Committee for 
Fannie Love, an incompetent or insane person, having been 
duly appointed by the Court and duly qualified . 
. (2) That one "'\V. P. LoYe departed this life many yearR ago 
in Franklin County, Virginia, intestate, and left as his heirs 
at law the following children: 
(a) Henry D. Love. 
(b) Judy M. Love. 
( c) Sallie Love. 
( d) Tom E. Love. 
( e) Minuic Cooper 
( f) Fannie Love. 
I 
(3) That said Fannie Love has been since her hirth a 
feeble minded person incapable of transacting her affairs and 
mentally incompetent. 
( 4) That by deed dated on the 5th day of December, 1918, 
all the heirs of said ,v. P. Love except Fannie Love made a 
partition in pais of the lands of which said Wiley P. Love 
died seized and possessed. which deed has been duly recorded 
in the Clerk's Office of Franklin County, Virginia, in deed 
book 67, page 339, an offire copy of which deed is hereto at-
tached marked Exhibit "A" and prayed to be read as a part 
hereof the same as if it were herein set out in har.c 1.Jerba. 
( 5) That as is seen .from an inspection thereof, the said 
Fannie Love was not a party thereto, but that Judy l\L Love 
was conveyed a tract by metes and bounds containing 106 
acres, 2 roods and 28 poles., which included the interest of 
said Fannie Love. 
page 3 } (6) That by deed elated on the 6th day of De-
cember, 1918, Henry D. Love and Sarah E. Love; 
his wife, Sallie Love and Roy Love, her husband, :Minnie 
Cooper and Posey Cooper, her hm;bnnd, and T. Etta Love 
conveyed to Judy l\fory Love, the wife of ,v. E. Love, their 
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interest in said 106 acre tract of land. An office copy of such 
deed is herewith filed marked Exhibit ''B", and prayed to 
be read as a part hereof, the same as if it were herein set 
out in haec verba .. 
· ( 7) As is seen from an inspection of such deed the said 
Fannie Love was entitled to 53 acres of land which was cut 
off with the tract of Judy Mary Love, and that by such par-
tition the said 106 acre tract hereinabove described was 
jointly owned by said Judy l\fary Love and Fannie Love. 
(8) That your orator alleges such partition in pais was 
fair and equitable and while the same has never l)eeµ au-
thorized and approved by a court of competent jurisdiction, 
that same may now be ratified, approved and confirmed. 
(8) That as seen from an inspection of said doecl, which 
is a deed under seal, that said Judy Mary Love contracted 
and agreed as follows : 
"that said Judy Mary Love, party of the other pnrt., sha111 
take the said Fannie Love into her custody and control, take 
good care of her, be kind to her." 
(9) That said Judy Love several years ago departed tllis 
life intestate leaving the following heirs at law: 
page 4 ~ (a) ,v. E. Love, her husband. 
(b) Virginia Love Taylor, a daughter. 
( c) Elsie Love l\fason, a daughter. 
( d) Irey Love, a son. 
( e) ,Denver Love, a son. 
(f) Otis Love, a son. 
(g) Edna Love, a daughter. 
(10) That as no person had qualified as administrator of 
said Judy Love, her estate was duly committed unto Grady 
W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virginia, as ad-
minisbator. 
(11) That such contract as entered into was fair and just 
and was carried out by Judy Love during her life, and shortly 
thereafter by her heirs for her estate, but that about two 
years ap:o Virginia Love Taylor, who was acting· for the Es-
tate of Judv Love, abandoned said Fannie Love and left her 
without any support, and an object of charity, and the Estate 
of Judy Love has not provided any care or money for the care 
of said Fannie Love since that time. 
(12) That your orator is not advised as to any personal 
estate left by said Judy l\tI. Love, and all that was left was 
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squandered by her heirs before' an administrator was ap-
pointed, so that no personal estate will or has come into the 
hands of the said administrator. 
(13) That your orator alleg·es that the contract and agree-
ment hereinabove set forth is binding upon the Estate of said 
Judy Love· and that your complainant is· entitled to a judg-
ment against the Estate of .Judy Love for at least one hun~ 
dred ($100.00) Dollars a month for support and care of said 
Fannie Love, together · with any necessary medical expense1 
since she was abandoned by the heirs of said Judy M. Love,. 
so· long as.said Fannie Love may live, and that the said tract 
. of" l'a.nd containing- 106 acres, 2 roods and 28 poles 
page 5 ~ may )Je'sold to pay the same, and that such claim be 
adjudged to be the first and prior claim against said 
real estate, together with any other 1·eal estate of which the 
said Judy Love may have died seized and possessed, or any 
personal estate. 
(14) That this Honorable Court may by reason of the 
premises take jurisdiction of this matter and completely ad.-
minister same. 
(15) That said Fannie LoYe did not do anything to justify 
her being abandoned and thrown out and her property kept. 
(16) Wherefore, inasmuch as your orator is remediless in 
the premises save in a court of equity wherein matters of 
this sort are properly cognizable, he prays that Grady \V .. 
Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virg·inia, and as such 
administrator of the estate of Judy Love, W. E. Love, Vir-
ginia Love 'I.1aylor.,. Elsie Love Mason, Irey Love, Denvery 
Love, Otis Love and Edna Love may be made parties de-
fendant hereto and be required to answer the same, but an-
swers under oath are hereby expressly waived; may tlle par-
tition in pa-is bad by the heirs of W'iley P. Love be ratified 
and confirmed; may your orator be granted a judgment 
against the estate of Judy Love for one hun(lrecl dollars for 
each month said Fannie Love bas not been taken care of ancl 
paid to by the estate of said .Judy Love, ~o loJlg as saicl1 Fanny 
Love may live, tog:etber with additional sums for medical 
care; may the adminigfration accounts of the administrator· 
of the estate of l udy Love be settled; may Raid 106 aC'res, 2 
roods and 28 poles tract of land conveyed to ,Judy Love be 
sold by a Commissioner appointed by this court and the pro-
ceeds thereof applied to your orator's claim and 
pag·e 6 ~ such fund be held by this court; that the rights of 
all parties under such deeds, contracts, agreements 
and conditions existing· be adjudicated; may all proper ac-
counts be taken; and that your orator be· granted all such 
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other and further and general relief as the nature of ~is 
case may require. And your orator will ever pray, etc. 
C. C. LEE, p. q. 
POSIE F. COOPER 
Committee for Fannie Love, an incompetent 
by C. C. LEE 
his attorney. 
EXHIBIT A. 
Deed Book 67, page 339 
Whereas W. P. Love (deed) owned a boundary of of land 
near Sydnorsville, in Franklin County, Virg'inia, and having 
six children whose names are as follows: Henry D. Love; 
Judy l\L Love; Sallie Love; Tom K Love; Fannie L;e, and 
Minnie Cooper, the above named children of W .. Love 
(deed) have upon an ag-reement on their part l1ad said land 
surveyed and divided into three lots and upon the request of 
the above mentioned children of \V. P. (deed) P. C. McGhee 
A. L. Eudy and Reed McGhee examined said land and valued 
the same as follows: Lot No. l containing 106 acres, 3 roods 
and 8 pos. Lot No. 2, 106 acres, 3 roods and 28 pos. Lot No. 
3: 103 acres, 3 roods and 14 pos. Lot No. 1 was valued at 5 
dollars per acre; Lot No. 2--4 dollars per acre, and 
page 7 ~ Lot No. 3-6 dollars per acre; those that got the 
best lots was to pay tlw others so as to make them 
all equal in said division. 
Witnesseth: That the said Judy l\L Love and W. D. Love, 
her husband and Sallie Love aud Hoy Love, her husband, 
:Minnie Cooper, and Posey Cooper, her husband, and T. E. 
Love bas in and for the Consideration of tbeir right and title 
therein of Honrv D. Love to be macfo to them in the balance of 
the lands of "\V. ·P. Love ( deed) an<l $6.10 in money they have 
bargained, so]d and granted with Special ·warranty to Henry 
D. Love Lot No.las marked 011 the plot, containing· 106 acres, 
3 roods and 8 pos. an<l bounded as follows: 
Beginning at pointers where stood a locust in tbe old Gil-
bert line S. 91,4 W. '7fi pos. to poinfors formerly a red oak N. 
76%. ·vv. 44 pos. crossing n brmieh to persimmon and dogwood 
N. 11% ,v. 45 pos. to locust stump N. 41 lh Vv. 28 pos. to rock 
pile and paradise trees N. 59% ,v. 35 pos. to pointers N. 30~ 
E. 24 pos. to pointers N. 58 deg. E. 2H pos. to where stood a· 
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gum N. 82 deg. 1vV. 17 po. to a black oak N. 20 deg. E. 60 po. 
to a post oak S. 84 deg·. E. 52 po. to pointers, thence a new di-
viding line S. 21 deg. E. to the Beginning. 
Witnesseth: That Henry D. Love and Sarah E. Love, his 
wife, Sallie Love and Roy Love, her husband, Minnie Cooper 
and Posey Cooper, her husband, and Tom E. Love of the first 
part has in and for the consideration of the rights and titles 
made to them in the lands of 1vV. P. Love, deceased, by Juda 
l\L Love and W. E. Love of the second part and has barg·ained 
and sold with special warranty to Juda M. Love of the second 
part (and also is to give her 95.12 to make her equal with the 
balance) a tract of land of the lands of 1vV. P. Love, deed, 
marked on plat No. 2 containing 106 acres, 2 roods and 28 
pos. and bounded as follows : 
Beg-inning at a locust or where one had stood, now pointers 
in Gilbert's line, thence with the line of Henry Love N. 21 
deg. W. 127 po. to pointers in outside line and with A. L. Mc-
Ghec 's line S. 84 E. 26 pos. to a rock called for on 
page 8 ~ south side of tobacco barn N. 74 E. 20 pos. and 17 
links to a bunch of maples N. 15 W. 76 pos. to a 
wild cherry N. 19 E. 7 pos. to a poplar on the road and with 
the road 82 E. 15 pos. S. 68 E. 30 pos. S. 24.5 S. 34 E. 10 pos. 
S. 18 E. 14 pos. S. 35 E. 12 pos. S. 63 JiJ. 5 pos. S. 18 E. 14 pos. 
S. 35 E. 12 pos. S. 63 E. 5 pos. to pointers then a new divid-
ing line due South 126 pos. to pointers in Ramsey's line and 
with it S. 73 W. 36 pos. to post oak S. 251/2 vV. 17 pos. to a 
chesnut stump N. 86 W. 31 % pos. to Beginning. 
Witnesscth: That in and for the consideration of the rights 
and titles conveyed to us by Henry D. Love and Sarah E. his 
wife, Sallie Love and Hoy Love, her husband, Juda :M:. Love 
and W. E. Love,. her husband, and for the further considera-
tion of $95.12 the parties of the first part has sold and do 
convey with Special V{arranty to T. E. Love and Minnie 
Cooper of the second part the 10.12 the party of the second 
part pays to make them all equal in the division of the land 
the said W. P. Love among his children, said land is bounded 
as follows: 
Beginning at pointers on the mountain road where Juda 
M. Love tract joins and with that line due south 126 pos. to 
pointers in Ramsey's line and with it N. 73 deg. E. 751/2 po. 
to a post oak stump S. 46 deg·. E. 112 pos. to pointers N. 463.4 
E. 28 po. to a rock N. 10 deg. Vv. 4B pos. to where stood a 
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8panish oak, now a locust stake N. 20 vV. 106 to a spanish oak 
N. 9 deg. ,v. 59 6/10 po. to a peach tre,e called for, now 
pointers on the mountain road and with the road or nearly 
so N. 65 deg. W. 62 po. to pointers N. 79 d~g. W. 18 po. N. 72 
deg. W. 19 po. N. 55 W. 24 po. N. 62 W. 41 po. to the Begin-
ning, containing· 103 acres, 3 roods and 14 po. This track No. 
3 lies next to Syclnorsville. 
Given under our hands and seals this the 5th day of De-
cember, 1918. · 
page 9 }-
Deed Book 67, page 341 
HENRY D. LOVE (Seal) 
SARAH E. LOVE (Seal) 
W. E. LOVE (Seal) 
JUDIE M. LOVE (Seal) 
T. ETTA LOVE (Seal) 
SALLIE LOVE (Seal) 
ROY LOVE (Seal) 
MINNIE COOPER (Seal)· 
POSIE F. COOPER (Seal) 
EXHIBIT B. 
This deed made this the 6th Dec. 1918, between Henry D. 
Love and Sarah E. his wife, Sallie Love and Roy Love, her 
husband, Minnie Cooper and Posey Cooper, her husband, T. 
Etta Love, parties of the one part, Judy Mary Love, wife of 
W. E. Love, party of the other part: 
WITNESSETH: 
That whereas Wilcv P. Love was the father of the above 
named parties, as we°Il as a daughter, Fannie Loye, who is 
unmarried and incapable of attending tblier own affairs. and 
needs some one to take care of her and treat her kindly, and 
,vhereas the said Fannie Love is entitled to a one-sixth inter-
·est in the real estate of her father said Wiley P. Love, which 
real estate has already been divided into six parts by the 
above named parties, now theit°efore said parties of the one 
part do hereby agree that said tTudy l\fary Love, party of the 
other part, shall take the said Fannie Love into her custody 
and control, take g·ood care of her, be kind to her, and j.n con-
sideration therefor said Judy Mary Love is to have the 1/6 
interest of the said Fannie Love in fee simple and absolutely 
.AA far as the varties of the one part are concer!led, and :tk,ere-
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
upon said parties of the one part do hereby grant 
page 10 ~ and convey,with Special Warranty, unto the party 
2£ the other part the 1 6 interest o Fannie Love 
· n the lands of "\¥"itey P. :co·ve, ec . mo· near no s 1 e 
a out one nu e wes orsa e, con ammg 5 acres, more or 
less, and is cut of with the lot of Judy Mary Love. . Said lot 
is bounded· as f ol10"1s : 
· Beginni'~g, -at a locust ( where once stood) now pointers in 
Gilbert's fine~ tl1ence with the line of Henry Love N. 21 W .. 
127 pos. to pointers in outside line and with McGbees line S. 
84 E. 26 pos. to a rock called for on south side of tobacco barn 
N. 74 E. 20 pos. and 17 links to a bunch of maples N. 15 W. 76 
pos. to a wild cherry N. 19 E. 7 pos. to a poplar on the road 
and with tl1e road 82 E. 15 pos. S. 68 E. 30 pos. S. 24.5 S. 34 
E. 10 pos. S. 18 E. 14 pos. S. 35 E. 12 pos. S. 63 E. 5 pos. S. 18 
E. 14 pos. S. 35: E. 12 pos. S. 63 E. 5 pos. to pointers then a 
new dividing· line due south 126 pos. to pointers in Ramsey's 
line and with it S. 73 "\¥. 36 pos. to post oak S. 25% W. 17 pos .. 
to a chestnut stump N. 86 W. 311h pos. to Beginning, contain-
ing 106 acres, 2 roods and 28 pos. and one-half which is now 
owned by said Judy· Mary Love and the other one-half belong·-
i ng to said Fannie Love, and hereby conveyed to said Judy 
· Mary Love, said Judy Mary agrees to provide well for said 
Fannie Love and treat her kindly. · · 
·witness the following signatures and seals. 
Recorded January 13, 1919 
page 11 ~ Virginia : 
HENRY D. LOVE· (Seal) 
SARAH E. LOVE (Seal) 
W. E. LOVE {Seal) 
tTUDY M. LOVE (Seal) 
T. ETTA LOVE (Seal) 
SALLIE LOVE (Seal) 
ROY LOVE (,Seal) 
MINNIE COOPER (Seal) 
POSEY F. COOPER (Seal) 
In the Circuit Court of Franklin County. 
Posie F. Cooper, committee for Fannie Love 
v .• 
Grady W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virginia, ancl 
as such Administrator of the Estate of Judie 1vL Love, de-
ceased, Virginia Love Taylor, Elsie Love :Mason, et als .. 
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IN CHANCERY-ANSWER 
To the Honorable A. H. Hopkins, Judge of the Circuit Court 
of Franklin Conn ty. 
The joint and separate answer of the above named defend-
ants in the above styled Bill, concerning the allegations con-
tained in said complaint. In answer to said allegations, 
answers and says: 
i. These defendants accept as true the allegations made in 
paragraphs number 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
2. These defendants admit that part of paragraph 5 is true, 
and that Judie M. Love was conveyed a certain tract of land 
containing 106 acres, 2 rods and 26 poles, but we deny that 
any pa rt of the land of which Wiley P. Love died seized an~ 
possessed which passed to Fannie Love, was ever conveyed 
in the said deed to Judie M. Love. 
3. These defendants accept as true the allegations made in 
paragraphs numbered "6'' and "7". 
4. These defendants deny the allegations made in para-
graphs, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16. 
5. The said J udic :M:. Love, complied with the 
page 12 ~ terms and provisions of said contract for approxi-
mately 35 years, until an act of God intervened, 
which deprived her of any further obligations under said 
contract. 
H. D. DILLARD 
VIRGIL H. GOODE, p. d. 
page 13 ~ Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of Franklin County. 
Posie F. Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love 
v. 
Grady W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virginia, and 
as such, Administrator of the Estate of Judie M. Love, de-
ceased, Virginia Love Taylor, Elsie Love Mason, et al. 
IN CHANCERY-AMENDED ANSWER 
To the Honorable A. H. Hopkins, ~T u<lge of the Circuit Court 
of Franklin County. 
The joint and separate amended Answer of the above 
named defendants in the above styled Bill, concerning the 
allegations contained in said complaint. 
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Your respondents for amended Answer to said Bill, or so 
much thereof as respondents are advised it is material they 
should answer, answer and say: 
Respondents admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, of said Bill as true. 
_ That as to paragraph 5 in said Bill, respondents admit the 
same is true, except there is nothing contained in said Deed 
dated September 5, 1918, indicating tbat Judie l\L Love was 
granted the interest of Fannie Love in said tract. 
That as to paragraph 6 of said Bill, your respondents al-
lege that as shown by said Deed dated the 6th day of Decem-
ber, 1918, and of record in the Clerk's Office of Franklin 
County, Virginia, in Deed Book 67, at p. 341, that 
page 14 ~ the interest of Fannie Love so conveyed to Judie 
M. Love consisted of 53 acres. That said real es-
tate had already been divided• into six parts by the grantors 
in said Deed, and the part assigned to Fannie Love is cut off 
with the Lot of Judie l\L Love, and described the portion 
assigned to Judie M. Love and Fannie Love as a whole, but 
that as will be seen from said Deed, the grantors conveyed 
the 53 acres to which Fannie Love would be entitled, to Judie 
M. Love ''in fee simple and absolutely, so far as the parties 
of the one part are COI\Cerned". That said Deed did not re-
serve any lien or makCl any charge, or- any binding covenant 
thereon which would run with the land. 
As to paragraph 7 in said Bill, respondents admit that the 
said Fannie Love was entitled to the 53 acres of land in ~mid. 
tract formerly belonging to ·wiley P. Love, deceased. That 
while the said Fannie Love was entitled to said 53 acres, it 
was not the intention of said Deed to convey an undivided 
interest in 103 acres. 
As to paragraph 8 in said Bill, your respondents have no 
objection to the ratification of title in Fannie Love to the 53 
acres assigned to her, but deny that said Fannie Love is en-
titled to an undivided one-half interest in 103 acres. That in 
answer to paragraph 8 in said Bill, respondents admit that 
$aid Deed dated December 6, 1918, and recorded in said 
Clerk's Office in Deed Book 67, at p. 341, contains the clause 
that: "that said Judie :Mary Love, party of the other part, 
shall take the said Fannie Love into her custody and control, 
take good care of her, be kind to her". 
Your respondents admit the allegations con-
page 15 ~ tained in pnragraphs 9 and 10 of said Bill. 
As to naragraph 11 in said Bill, respondents do 
not admit that any binding contract was ever entered into by 
said Judie M. Love, which in equity would constitute a charge_ 
upon her estate after her death. Your respondents allege that 
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tbe said Judie :M:. Love did care for and support the said 
Fannie Love for a period of twenty-seven years and until the 
death of said Judie M. Love that this care and support was 
.at great expense to the said Judie M. Love and her husband 
and family, entailing unceasing care and attention. That the 
.actual expense so incurred would in the aggregate, amount.. to . 
at least $5,000.00, in addition to personal services; that sub- · '· 
sequent to the death of Judie M. Love, Virginia Love Taylor 
care~ for and supported the said Fannie Love for a period o~ 
eig·ht years at an expense of at least $2,000.00, exclusive of 
her own personal care; that the portion of land to which · 
Fannie Love was entitled has never been worth more than 
$500.00; that none of your respondents is now able or has the 
means or time to longer care for Fannie Love, , 
As to paragraph 12 in said Bill, your respondents say that 
the said Judie M. Love left no personal estate which woul~ 
require the appointment .of an administrator, . 
As to paragraph 13 of said Bill, your respondents deny that 
the alleged contract was binding upon the estate of Judie M. 
Love, but notwithstanding any rights which your respondents 
may assert herein in the land so intended for the use of 
Fannie Love, your respondents are willing to waive· all right 
or title to said 53 acres of land set forth in said Deed dated 
December 6, 1918. . 
-Your respondents further say that.subsequent 
pag·e 16 ~ to the said Deed dated December 6, 1918, that El-
dridge Love, the surviving husband of Judie M. 
Love, erected valuable improvements on that portion of said 
land so intended to be conveyed to his late wife, to-wit: a 
residence of the value of$ ; that he is entitled to the 
benefit of said improvemenfs, and prays that in the event the 
Court should decide that the purpose of said Deed was to 
convey an undivided one-half interest in said land to Judie 
M. Love, that these respondents, as heirs at law of Judie M. 
Love, be assigned that portion of said land upon which said 
residence was so erected by Eldridg·e Love. 
WHEREFORE, your respondents having fully answered 
said Bill, and without prejudice, having waived all their right 
to the said 53 acres intended for the use of Fannie Love, but 
reserving· unto themselves all other just rights herein, pray 
that said Bill be dismissed with proper costs, etc. 
VIRGIL H. GOODE, pd 
VIRGINIA LOVE TAYLOR 
ELDRIDGE LOVE 
by Counsel 
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page 17 ~ Posie -F. Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love 
v. 
Grady W. Gregory, Admr., Est. of Judy Mary Love, et aL 
DEFENDANTS'PLEA 
The Plea of Grady W. Gregory, Administrator of the es-
tate of Judy Mary Love, deceased, to a bill of complaint filed 
against him· and the heirs of Judy Mary Love, deceased. 
His pl~!l to said bill and to the whole thereof and every the 
relief. tlierein prayed; The Defendants say that neither the 
co~plainants' alleged grounds of relief, nor any claim in saicl 
bill. asserted, arose within five ( 5) years before the bringing 
of this suit. 
Wherefore defendants pray judgment whether they shall 
be compelled to make answer to said bill, and pray to be hence 
dismissed with their reasonable costs in this behalf expended. 
page 18 ~ Virginia : 
VIRGIL H. GOODE, 
Attorney for Defendants. 
In the Circuit Court of Franklin County 
Posey F. Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love 
v. 
Judy Love's Administrator and others 
STIPULATION 
It is stipulated between the parties hereto that complete 
evidence has not been taken on behalf of the defendants or 
plaintiff as to tl1e exact boundaries of the lands sought to be 
assigned Jttdy M. Love and Fannie Love, and that the de-
fendants, or some of them, have erected a dwelling house on 
the 106 acre tract as described in these proceedings and any 
party hereto shall have the right to take further depositions,. 
if necessary or advisable, after the court shall have passed 
upon the question as to whether or not Judy Love's estate is 
indebted to Fannie Love by virtue of a contract or is other-
wise indebted thereto. 
By agreement of all parties, tlle taking of testimony as to 
the exact boundary of the 53 acre tract which was to be Judy 
Love's upon the division of the lands of Wiley Love, and as: 
to the exact boundary of the tract of land which was to be 
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assigned to Fannie Love, and as to the value of the improve-
ments thereon, the taking of evidence upon such questions is 
continued until after the court passes upon the question here-
inabove stated. 
page 19 ~ This the 19th day of May, 1948. 
page 20 ~ Virg·inia : 
C. C. LEE 
Attorney for the plaintiff 
VIRGIL H. GOODE 
by E .. R·. 
H. D. DILLARD 
Attorneys for the defendants· 
In the· Circuit Court of Franklin County. 
Posey F. Cooper, Complainant 
v. 
G. W. Greg·ory, Admr., et al., Defendants. 
STIPULATION 
It is ~greed tlmt in making up the record in this case, it wiJI 
not be necessary that the deeds filed with the bill or in evi-
dence to be certified or that the acknowledgments to saine be 
included. 
1,agc 21 ~ Virginia : 
C. C. LEE, 
Attorney for Complainant 
VIRGIL H. GOODE, 
Attorney for Defendant. ' 
In the Circuit Court of Franklin County. 
Posic F. Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love, 
v. 
Grady W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virginia, 
and as such Administrator of the Estate of Judie M. Love, 
Deceased, Virginia Love Taylor, Elsie Love Mason, Irey 
Love, Denver Love, Otis Love, Edna Love and W. E. Love. 
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Posie F. Cooper. 
DEPQS~TIONS. 
The depositions of Posie F. Cooper, and others, taken be-· 
fore me, Corinne. Walker, a Notary Public for the County of 
Franklin and State of Virginia, pursuant to agreement of 
counsel, at the Law Office of C. C. Lee, in Rocky Mount, Vir-
ginia, on the 28th day of June, 1947, at 4:30 P. M. of that day, 
to be read as evidence on behalf of plain tiff in a certain snit 
in equity pending in the Circuit Court of Franklin County, 
Virginia, wherein Posie F. Cooper is plaintiff and Grady vY. 
Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, and others are defend-
ants. 
Appearances: For the Plaintiff: C. C. Lee, Atto~ney, and 
the Plaintiff in person. 
For the ;Defendants: II. D. Dillard, Attorney. 
page 22 ~ POSIE F. COOPER, · , . 
a witness of lawful age, being first duly sworn, de-
poses and says as follows: · 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Lee:· 
Q. Your name is Posie F. CooperY 
·· A. That is right. · · 
Q. Where do you Ii ve? 
A. On East Court, down here about a block and a half. 
Q. Are you the duly appointed committee for Fannie Love? 
A. I am. 
It stipulated that the deeds filed as Exhibits ''A'' and 
'' B'' with the bill are correct copies of the deeds submitted to 
record in the Clerk's Office of Franklin County, Virginia. • 
Q. About how old is Fannie Love Y 
A. I would say about fifty. 
Q. By deed dated on December 6, 1918, Henry D. Love and 
wife, Sallie Love and husband, Minnie Cooper and her- hus-
band and Etta Love conveyed to Judie Maty Love their in-
terest in the real estate described therein, and quoting from 
the deed with the fallowing agreement: · 
''Said parties of one part do hereby agree that said Judie 
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Posie F. Cooper. 
Mary Love, party of the other part, shall take the said .Fannie 
Love into her custody and control, take good care of her and 
he kind to her.'' 
Did Judie Mary Love take care of Fannie Love as long as 
she lived? , ... . .-
A. She did. 
Q. Did Judie Mary Love take possession of · the . land f 
A. She did. · 
Q. Has she put improvements on it Y 
r>age 23 ~ A. Some. 
Q. Po you know when Judie Mary Love died t 
A. About seven years ago, I believe. 
Q. After her death, what happened to Fan;nie Love f 
A. Fannie remained at. tJJ'3 ::o.ld hom~place with Judie's 
daughter, ,Virginia Taylor, until about two. years ago; I be-. 
lieve it will be two years next month, and apparently they 
. made up their minds to get rid of her through some medium 
or other-they first . decided. to t~ke her to the asylum, and 
mentioned it to my wife and Sallt~·.Love, and they said they 
better see her mother first, and her mother protested· and .. 
'Haid no, she. is going to no asylum, she has an interest'· in 
the home and I will take her, and she has been there.·ever since. 
Q. I wish you would describe the mental condition of Fanny · 
Love? 
A. Her mind is very bad. 
Q. And her .physical condition f 
. A. When she came ~o her mother's she was in a very poor 
-state of health. 
Q. I~ her mother taking care of her? 
A. She is. . 
Q. Have you any funds in your hands as committee to pay 
for the care of her? 
A. I do not. · 
Q. How long has she been down at her mother's? 
A. Around two years, since the last of August. or the first 
of September, 1945. · 
page 24 r Q. Was that contract and agreement made on 
behalf of Fannie Love carried out by .Judie as long 
as she lived? 
A. As far as I know it was. 
Q. And after that by her children? 
A ... Yes. 
Q. ¥ ou. think thq ~011traGt was fair. to Fannie Love 1 . 
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Posie F. Cooper. 
A. That is right. 
Q. And you as her committee, of course, was agreeable to 
the contract Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. Now, what would be·a fair amount of money to pay per 
month for the care and support, room and board of Fannie 
Lovef 
A. Of course r-oom and board doesn't fill the bill, but I 
'!ould say tl,l~r.t,r-:five dollars a mon.th. She has to _have atten-
tion other _th3:n -hOE!,rd, of course, 1f she can get it. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv :Mr. Dillard: 
"'Q. What was her mental condition when she was first taken 
care of by Judie? 
A. Of course, when Judie :first took her over, she was 
younger and stronger and she did quite a bit of work; shc-
:worked and helped raise those children. 
Q. Up to the death of Judie was her mental and physical 
condition good? 
A. Her mental condition has never been good. 
Q. Compared to now, how was iU 
A. Her mental condition was probably better 
page 25 ~ then. 
Q. What is her physical condition f 
A. She is not physically strong now; she has to be waited 
on like a baby, she is subject to epileptic fits and sometimes 
has two a night. 
Q. As long as Judie lived, she carried out her contract! 
A. As far as I know. 
Q. After her death the children took care of her Y 
A. Called themselves taking care of her. 
Q. As far as you know they did? 
A. As far as I know. 
Q. They wanted to send her to an institution Y' 
A. That is right. 
Q. Her mother objected Y 
A. Her sisters said they would take her. 
Q. Her mother said she would take care of her rather than 
to let her go to an asylum Y 
A. Tbat is right. 
Q. She certainly was a fit subject for the asylum Y She was 
~ fit person for the asylum when this deed was signed!' 
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Posie F. Cooper. 
A. As far as that goes she has always been a fit subject 
for the asylum. 
Q. If I understand this matter, Mr. Cooper, this land origi-
nally belonged to old man ,vney Love T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it in his name when he diodT 
. A. I think so. 
Q. It was cut up in kind f 
A. That is right. 
page 26 r Q. What was the value of Fanny's part at that 
time? 
By Mr. Lee: This question objected to because whether 
the consideration was adequate or not is not a question in-
volved. 
Q. Can you g'ive me some idea 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. w· as it three or four dollars an acre? 
A. I would say it was worth more than that, if anything 
at all. 
Q. ,~That would you put it aU 
Q. Thirty years ago what was it worth? 
A. It was made less than thirty years ago. 
Q. How long did Judie take care of her T 
A. About ten or twelve vears. 
Q. And the children about eight years after that? 
A. Something like that. 
Q. Then twenty years ago, what was the land worth? 
A. I just wouldn't know. · 
Q. ·what improvements have been put on the land since it 
name into possession of Judie T . 
A. The original home has been torn down and another 
house built. 
Q. ,¥ho built that? 
A. I can't answer that. I don't know whether it belonged 
to Judie or whether Eldridge claimed it. . 
Q. As long as they kept her you a<lmit they carried out 
their contract? 
A. Yes, as far as I know. 
page 27 ~ Q. And when they stopped she was a fit subject 
for the asylum, and she didn't go because her 
mother and others objected T 
A. That is right. 
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Mrs. Minnie Cooper. 
Q. Her mental condition. at the time of the agreement on 
December 6, 1918, was there any difference in that and this 
time? 
. A. I would say not-if she gets out of the house she is liable: 
to go in the opposite direction instead of coming to the house f 
Q. She has always been a feeble minded person instead of 
a lunatic? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Do you authorize the stenographer to sign your name 
to this your- deposition! 
A. Yes, sir. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
POSIE F. COOPER, 
By CORINNE WALKER, 
Stenographer. 
page 28 ~ MRS. MINNIE COOPER, 
. another witness. of lawful age, being first duly 
sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Lee: 
Q. You are the wife of Mr. Posie F. Cooper! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are a sister of Fannie Love f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And a sister of Julia Love f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You and your husband are one of the parties to a deecl 
dated December 6, 1918, between Henry Love and wife, Sallie 
Love and her husband, you and your husband, Etta Love anc1 
.Judie Mary Love, relating to the interest of Judie Mary Love 
in the Wiley Love land? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At the time that agreement was made, what was Fannie's 
mental condition?. 
A. Well, just about like it is now; she has always been 
feeble minded. 
Q: After that agreement was entered into, did Judie Love 
take care. of Fannie Love as long as she lived and carry· 
out the coil tract? 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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Mrs. Minnie Cooper. 
A. As far as I know she did. 
Q. When did Judie die Y 
A. I don't remember-it was April, 1937. 
Q. After she died, who took care of Fannie? 
A. Virginia. 
page 29 ~ Q. Who is Virginia? 
A. Judie's daught"er. 
Q. When did Virginia stop taking care of her? 
A. About two years ago in August or September. 
Q. 1945Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. At that time, was there any difference in Fannie's mental 
condition at that time and· when the contract was entered 
into Y 
A. No, I can't say there was. 
Q. What did Virginia ·want to do with Miss Fannie 1 
A. They wanted to send her to the asylum. 
Q. And have the State support her instead of,them? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "'What did they do with hed . 
A. Her mother asked them to bring her down there and let 
her stay a while, and after she came she wouldn't let her 
leave. 
- Q. As far as you know, has Judie's administrator paid 
anything for her support at your mother's T · 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What would be a fair and reasonable amount per month 
for the room and board, care and custody of Fannie Love? 
A. Well, I can't say, if you do it for what you get out of 
it, it would be a right much. 
Q. For how much, if you had to hire somebody to do it! 
A. $35.00 or $40.00 a month at least. 
page 30 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Dillard: 
·Q. Mrs. Cooper, did you live with Fannie? 
A. Well, no; not recently. 
Q. You just saw her occasionally? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't know what trouble she wasY, 
A. I think I was around her enough to lmow something about 
the trouble slie was. 
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Mrs. Minnie Cooper. 
Q. Those who lived with her know better than you f 
A. I suppose so. 
Q. vVhom did she live with Y 
A. Her ·mother. 
Q. Does .her. mpther live on the farm Y 
A. Yes. · . 
Q. Has ~er own garden and crops Y 
A. Not much of a garden or crops. 
Q. Who lives there with her! 
A. Her husband. (i. They have a house Y 
A. Not much of a house. 
Q. They raise their own food, don't they Y Don't they have 
a garden? 
A. Small garden. 
Q. They have a cowT 
A. Yes. 
Q. They have wood Y 
A. No, they buy it. 
page 31 ~ Q. Same wood supplying heat for the family, 
they use no more to supply heat for her t 
A. I suppose in a way they have to have more heat for her. 
Q. In the matter of clothes, she requires very little to keep 
her confortable T 
A. She doesn't have to have very much. 
Q. In the way of food, I suppose that wouldn't cost very 
much? 
A. We all know what food costs. 
Q. Out in the country, they got no cow, no pig f 
A. They don't have a pig. They buy food at the same place 
we buy ours. 
Q. Did you object to her going to the asylum f 
·..A. In a way I did, but I didn't have anything to say when 
Iler mother said she couldn't. Q. "\Vho did objectY 
A. Her mother, and said she would take care of her. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv :Mr. Lee= 
., Q. How old is your mother Y 
A. Somewhere in eighty. 
Q. How old 'is her husband Y 
A. Sixty-five. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Mrs. Sallie Love. 
Q. Where does he work? 
A. On the road when able. 
Q. Do you authorize the stenographer to sign your natnc 
to this your deposition Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
MRS. MINNIE COOPER, 
By "CORINNE WALKER, 
Stenographer. 
page 32 ~ MRS. SALLIE LOVE, 
another witness of lawful age, being first duly 
sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Lee: . 
Q. Mrs. Love, what relation are you to Fannie? 
A. Sister. 
Q. You were a party to the deed and contract that we re-
f erred to between the children of Wiley Love and Judie Love 
for the care and maintenance of Fannie Love, were you non 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "'When that contract was made in 1918, what was the 
condition of Fannie's mind at that time. 
A. Well practically like she is now, she has always been 
feeble minded. 
Q. How old is she now Y 
A. She is about 45 or 50. 
Q. After that agreement was made as evidenced by the 
deed, did Judie take care of her until she died Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. :And Judie carried out the contract until she died f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. W"licn did Judie die T 
A. Ten years ago-April, 1937. 
Q. Who took care of her after she died? 
.A. Virginia. · 
Q. tludie's daughter? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did Virginia stop taking ca re of her T 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 33 ~ Q. When? 
A. About two years ago. 
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Q. Is any difference in the mental condition of Fannie at 
that time, now and when the contract was entered into in 
l918Y , 
· A. Not very much, she has always been feeble minded; about 
the same. 
Q. Does she have to have a right much care and atten-
tion? 
· A. Not much in a way. Of course you have to fix her 
clothes and give her food. 
Q. How much do you think, in your opinion, would it re-
quire per month for room and board and to take care of 
Ir annie Love Y 
A. Thirty-five or forty dollars is as cheap as you can take 
care of anybody now. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Dillard: 
Q. Mrs. Love, did you ever live in the house with her? 
, A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How longf 
A. I lived there before I was married all my life, and after 
I was married, several years. . 
Q. How long have you been away from her? 
A. Thirty years. 
~- You don't know how much trouble she is now then? 
A. I have been seeing her. 
Q. But you never helped wait on and take care of her? 
A. Before I left I did. You have to cook for her and :fix, 
her clothes: 
page 34 } Q. Is she able to take care of her cleanliness? 
A. If you fix the water she can bath. You have 
to fix her clothes, not much difference. 
Q. How often did you see her in the last thirty years? 
A. When I lived in Bedford, twice a month, maybe; and for 
the last eighteen years most every week. 
Q. Are you Nob Love's widow¥ 
A. Roy Love's. 
Q. The services rendered by Judie Love many times paid 
for the value of the land she got? 
By Mr. Lee: This question and answer objected to as to 
whether services were sufficient or not. 
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Q. Well, she made the contract herself, it paid for it many 
times? 
A. ·well, I guess so, she made the contract herself. . 
Q. After Judie died, the services rendered by the children 
many times paid for the value of the land. 
By Mr. Lee: Same objection. 
A. Well, in a way to look at it, but Fannie done a lot when 
the children was little. 
Q. Under this contract, Fannie Love has many times gotten 
the value of the land that went to Judie? 
A. Well, I just don't know, as long as Judie lived I expect 
li,annie paid for her board and clothes. 
Q. How did she pay for it? .. 
A. She helped tend to th~ children, helped wash, brought 
in water and wood; I think that paid for the food 
page 35 } and clothes. . 
Q. Do you authorize the stenographer to sign 
your name to this your deposition? 
A. Yes, sir. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
page 36} 
MRS. SALLIE ~OVE, 
By CORINNE ,v ALKER, 
Stenographer. 
POSIE F. COOPER, 
recalled. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
I~v Mr. Lee: . 
·Q. Do you want to correct the ariswer you made as to how 
long Judie took care of Fannie? 
A. I would say seventeen years. 
Q. And the children eighU 
A. :That is right.. . 
Q. And she lms been away about two years? 
A. Yes, sir. ,, , . 
Q. Do you -authorize the stenographer to sign your name· 
to this your _deposition t • 
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Posie F. Cooper. 
A. Yes, sir. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
POSIE F. COOPER, 
By CORINNE WALKER, 
Stenographer .. 
page 37 ~ · State of Virginia, 
County of Franklin, to-wit: 
I, Corinne Walker, a Notary Public in and £or the County 
of Franklin and State of Virginia; do hereby certify that the 
foregoing depositions of Posie F. Cooper, Mrs. Minnie 
Cooper and Mrs. Sallie Love, who were first duly sworn, were 
taken before me at the time and place and on the date men-
tioned in the captiot1 hereof., pursuant to agreement of coun-
sel, and authority given•the stenographer to sign the names 
of the said witnesses. 
Given under my hand this the 28th day of June, 1947. 
My commission expires July 11,. 1950. 
page 38 ~ Virginia ~ 
CORINNE vV.ALKER 
Notary Public_ 
In the Cireuit Court of' Franklin County .. 
Posie F. Cooper, Committee for Fannie Love 
'lJ. 
Grady W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virginia, ancI 
as such administrator of the estate of Judie :M .. Love, de-
ceased, Virginia Love Taylor, and others 
DEPOSITIONS. 
The depositions of Virginia Love Taylor and Eldridg-e-
Love, taken before me, l\Iyrtle P. Pickrel, a Notary Public for 
the County of Franklin, in the State of Virgfoia, pursuant to 
agreement of counsel, at the Lmv Office of c~ C. Lee, in 
Rocky Mount, Virginia, on the 31st day of October~ 1947, 
at 10 o'clock A. M., to be read as evidence on belialf of thei 
defendants in a fertain suit in equity pending in the Circuit 
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Vfr.r1inia Love Taylor. 
Court of Franklin County, Virginia, wherein Posie F. Cooper 
is plaintiff and Grady ·w. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin 
County, Virginia, and others are defendants. 
Appearances : For the Plaintiff: C. C. Lee. 
For the Defendants: H. D. Dillard, Virgil H. Goode. 
page 39 ~ VIRGINIA LOVE TAYLOR, 
a witness of lawful age, after being duly sworn, 
deposes as follows : · 
DIRECT EXAl\HNATION. 
By H. D. Dillard: 
Q. Mrs. Taylor, how old are you? 
A. 37. 
Q. ·where do you live f 
A. About two miles from Sydnorsville post office. 
Q. vVho is your husband? 
A. Herbert Taylor. 
Q. ·who was Wiley Love? 
A. He was my grandfather. 
Q. Who was Abig;ail Love? 
A. The wife of ·wi1ey Love. 
Q. After "Wiley died did she remarry? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was her name after her remarriage Y 
A. Abig·ail Hodges. 
Q. vVho was Judy Love 1 
A. The daughter of ·wney and Abigail Love. 
Q. Who was Fannie Love? 
A. The sister of J udv Love. 
Q. I am going to asl< tlmt you file with your deposition a 
copy of the deed from ,viley P. Love to O. H. Price, Trustee, 
dated April 19, 1893, recorded in Deed Book 43, page 308. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then I want you to file a deed elated November 8, 1906., 
between Abigail Hodges, formerly Lo,~e, to .Judy Mary Love~ 
recorded in Deed Book 55, pag:e 128. 
A. Yes. 
page 40 ~ l\lr. Lee: The introduction of the two foregoing 
deeds is objected to because they are not ·in the 
chain of title of the land in question and lmve no bearing on 
this case. 
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Yirginia Love Taylor . 
. Q. As I understand it, Mrs. Taylor, this deed includes the 
l~nd in question 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then I ask you to file a deed dated December 6, 1918, 
between Henry D. LoYe and Sarah, his wife, Sallie Love, and 
others-
Mr. Lee: That deed ii:; alreadv in the record. 
Mr. Dillard: I withdraw this .. question since this deed has 
already been :filed. 
Q. You say you arc the daughter of ,Judy Love! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who did she marry? 
A. Eldridge Love. 
Q. You are a sister to Fannie Love? 
A. No. 
Q. I mean Fannie Love is your aunU 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was Fannie's condition about the time of these 
transactions 7 
A. Well, I can only say from the time I remember. 
Q. Just tell us from the time you remember¥ 
A. Well, Dr. Cobbs stated before he died that she had the 
mentality of a seven-~Tear-old child. 
Q. Has she always l:een that way so far as you know? 
A. Her mental condition now is much worse but it lms al-
ways been very bad. 
page 41 ~ Q. Where did she live f 
A. Since I can remember 1 
Q. Yes. 
A. With my mother, .Judy Love. 
Q. How long did she stay with your mother?. 
A. Mother says she taken he about a week after I was born 
in 1910, and she kept her until she died in 1937. That is 27 
vears. 
· Q. What did yon r mother furnish her? 
A. F'ood, clothing· and a place to stay. 
Q. Did she require penmnal care and attention? 
A. She certainly did, at times sho was not nble to tnkc cm·() 
of nature itself. 
Q. :what was the date of your mother's cleat11? 
1 A. April 7., 1937. 
Q. After your mother's death what became of Fannie! 
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Virginia Love Taylor. 
A. I moved to the homeplace and have taken care of her 
since. 
Q. From the time your mother took her untii your mother's 
death how close did yo'u live to her Y 
A. I lived quite a bit with my niother. ...t\.fter they built the 
house we lived in the old house four or five years, the ·other 
times when we lived in Martinsville and on Snow Creek I 
averaged going home four or five times a month. 
Q. After your mother's death did you take Fannie to Gare 
fort 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What was her condition after you took her? 
A. She was about like a :five-vear-old kid to take care of. 
couldn't do any work except maybe go to the spring or hring 
a turn of wood. I had to keep her confined to her room a 
lot of the time. I had young girls and they would 
page 42 ~ have company and I would have to keep her in he1~ 
room. I had to go up and down stairs waiting on 
her; she couldn't take care of nature itself. She has some-
thing like epileptic fits. ·while I was working I bad to pay 
some one to look after her and then I :finally had to quit 
work. 
Q. Where did you work Y 
A. In Martinsville part of the time until I had· to stop and 
take care of her. 
Q. Why did you have to stop work and take care of her? 
A. I bad to keep a colored girl to take care of her and she 
didn't like colored people. 
Q. What was her condition as to her own safety f ' 
A. She had to be watched about fires. After I stopped work 
I was not able to look after her, sl1e couldn't be left by her-
self at all, and I felt a mental institution would be the place 
for her. I was afraid to leave her where there was a· fire, 
afraid she would burn herself or the place up. 
Q. Was there any danger? 
A. Yes, many times· I would go out for ~ few minutes and 
come back and she. would have the top off the stove and tl1e 
room would be full of smoke. 
Q. You came to the conclusion that the asylum would be a 
better place for her f 
A. Certainly, where she could have proper care and atten-
tion. I consulted Minnie and Sallie about it and thev said 
their mother wouldn't agree to it, and I told them I ·would 
take her down there but that my responsibility would <'nd 
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Virginia Love Taylor. 
there and that grandmother was not able to take care of her. 
Q. Which of the aunts agreed to it? 
page 43 ~ A. None of them, they said I had better go to 
see her mother, my grandmother, Abigail. 
Q. Did you go to sec her 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did she say! 
A. Said to b.ring her and let her keep her a few days and 
that if I w.ou\d go· with her to Staunton it would be all right. 
After I carried her down there sbe decided that she could 
take care of her. 
Q. ·who is Abigail Y 
A. She is Fannie's mother, my grandmother. 
Q. But she died? 
A. No, my mother died. 
Q. Abigail is the one who said she would rather take care 
of her than send her to the asylum? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Could she take care of her? 
A. No, sir, she is not able to. If the health authorities 
would go down there and see conditions I don't know what 
they would do. 
Q. Did you go with her to Staunton? 
A. She didn't go to Staunton, Abigail decided to take care 
of her. 
Q. Where is Fannie now? 
A. At Abigail's. She said she would like to take care of 
her and that she would like to have Fannie's part of the land 
but she didn't want anything but Fannie's acreage, and I told 
her we would agree to her having that but we wouldn't agree 
to her having· the part with the house on it. 
page 44 ~ Q. Your mother took care of her about 27 years,. 
then she died and you took care of lier about eight 
years? 
A. Yes. 
Q . ..t\nd when yon saw that she needed special care and at-
tention you started discussing sending· her to the asylum·f 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you went down to Abigail's to talk it nver with 
her? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And she said she would take care of her for Iler part 
of the acreage f 
A. That is right. 
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CROSS JiJXA.MINATION. 
By C. C. Lee: 
Q. How often have you been to Abigail's Y 
A. Since she has been there? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I would say a dozen times. 
Q. And mostly since this suit was brought, and yon were 
begging Abigail to have Mr. Cooper make a compromise? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And you have not attempted to pay Abigail for taking 
care of Fannie? 
A. No. 
Q. And neither has any other member of Judy Love's 
family? 
A. No. 
Q. It is certainly worth $40.00 a month to tl;tke care of 
Fannie? 
A. So far as I am concerned I wouldn't keep her for $40.00 
a month. 
page 45 ~ Q. How much would you keep her fod 
A. Money doesn't enter into it with me. 
Q. Could you ;get anybody else to keep her for $40.00 a 
month? 
A. I don't know, I know I wouldn't do it. 
Q. Excepting for a little age coming· on to Fannie she is 
no different from what she has ever been 
A. She certainly is. 
Q. If Abigail takes care of her certainly you could? 
A. No, and she isn't being taken ca re of. 
Q. "Then she was with you did your brothers and sisters 
help you? 
A. No. 
Q. The deed providing- for .Judy to get the interest in 
Fannie's land was dated in J 918, wns Fannie living there be-
fore then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Fannie help yon r mother raise you all f 
A. I would say we helped mot]wr with her. 
Q. That agreement was made vt1l1en h~r condition was 
known to everyone? 
A. That is right. 
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Eldridl}e Love. 
RE-DIRECT. 
By Virgil H. Goode: 
Q. Virginia, in your ~pinion, did Fannie's mind, as tl1e 
years went by~ get worse, get better or stay about the same f 
A. I would say it g·ets worse. 
Q. And to a question which Mr. Lee asked that if Abig·ail 
could take care of her why couldn't you take care of her, did 
I understand you to say that her mental condition was such 
that you couldn't take care of her-
Mr. Lee: I object to 1:Mr. Goode testifying until he is swom 
in as a witness. 
page 46 } Mr. Goode: I just asked if tlmt is what. you 
· said? 
· ,A. Not exactly. · • 
Q. Do ydu authorize the stenographer to sign your name 
t_o this 4eposition? 
A. Yes. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
VIRGINIA LOVE TAYLOR 
By MYRTLE P. PICKREL 
Stenographer 
ELDRIDGE LOVE, 
~ witness of lawful ag·e, after being duly sworn, deposes and 
says: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By H. D. Dillard: , 
Q. Mr. Love, how old are you? 
A. 63. 
Q. Are you a ma 1Tied man Y 
A. Have been. 
Q. Where do you Ii ve ? 
., A. Here in Rockv· 1\fount. 
Q. What kin we1:e you to .Judyf 
A. Her husband. 
Q. What kin to Abig:ail? 
A. She was mv mother-in-law. 
Q. How well did you know ,J ucly and Fannie Y 
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Eldridge I,nve. 
A. As well as anybody could know anvbody, I reckon. 
Q. Did she live there at your home? .. 
A. Yes, after we were married, we took her in 1910. 
Q. How long did yon keep her, you and your wife? 
.A. 27 years. , 
page 47 } Q. 'What was her mental condition during that 
time? 
0 
A. It wasn't so good and it gradually got worse. 
Q. In the latter part of Judy's life where were your chil-
dren, were they married and gone or with you? . 
A. All but the youngest boy married and gone. 
Q. How long did this boy continue to stay with you? 
A. As long as I kept house. 
Q. ·when Judy died did you break up right away f 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you do with· Fannie? 1 
A. Left her with my daughter and son-in-law, Virgini~ 
Tavlor and her husband. Q. How l01ig did they keep her Y 
A. Eight years. 
Q. Did you see her after your daughter started keeping 
her? 
A. Yes, I stayed there some. · 
Q. What was her mental condition t 
A. Bad. 
Q. Was it as good as when you and Judy had lier? 
A. At first it was but not at the last. 
Q. Was it safe to leave her alone 1 
A. No, sir, at no time. . 
II 
Q. Did you have anything to say about what wns to he done 
with Fannie? 
A. No, I left her with Virg·inia and her husband. 
Q. Was Virginia's home safe with Fannie there! 
A. No, it certainly was not. 
page 48 } Q. Why not? 
A. She was liable to burn the borne up, she was 
careless of fire. 
Q. Did Fannie ever go to the asylum? 
A. No. 
Q. "\Vas any steps ever taken to send her to the asylum? 
A. Not until Virginia mentioned it just before sl1c rarried 
lier down to Fannie's niother: 
Q. Did you talk. it over with Virginia! 
A . .Yes. 
Q. What did you think about it? 
• 
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A. I told her it was the best place _if they would agree to 
it, but they wouldn't and she said she had to do something 
that she couldn't stay with her every minute. 
Q. In your opinion was it possible for Virginia to take care-
of her as she should be taken care of Y 
A. No. 
Q. In your opinion was it best to send her to the asylum? 
A. Yes.,.I tri~d to get my wife to send her. 
Q. She' never went to the asylum? 
A. No.· 
Q. Is she in a good home? 
A. I guess they are g·ood to her. 
Q. I don't mean a fine home T 
A. I haven't been there but a few times but she looked like-
she was doing very well. 
Q. Did any of Fannie's sisters ever have anything to do 
with l1er, Mrs. Cooper or the others f 
A. Mrs. Cooper sometimes would come to sec 
page 49 ~ her one or two· times a year, just stop an hour or 
two, but never gave her anything. Sometimes 
Sallie wouldn't see l1er for two or three years. 
Mr. Lee: I object to this line of questioning as it has no 
bearing upon the contract alleged to have been entered into 
in 1918. 
Q. Did any of the brothers come to see her? 
A. Henry was over there pretty often. 
Q. This land included in what is called J ncly 's land and 
Fannie's land is that together? 
A. Yes, all one tract. 
Q. Has there ever been a division of it f 
A. Never was separated. 
Q. Judy had no Committee until Mr. Cooper qualified, did 
she? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And the land as to Judy and Fannie is undivided! 
A. That is right. 
Q. Did you put any property on tllis land! 
A. I built a house. 
Q. What did it coi,t you at the time you boug·ht it! 
A. About $2,000.00 at that time. 
Q. Was that on land that belonged to J'udy? · 
1 A. It was on the tract of hers and Fannie's tog·ether. 
Q. That is where you put the house!' 
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A. Yes, I wanted to put it near Sydnorsville but she 
wouldn't agree to it, said she wanted to build on her plnce. 
Q. What did she say that tract of land we spoke of as be~ 
longing to Judy and Fannie together, what was it worth Y 
A. Now? 
page 50 ~ Q. Yes, now f 
A. I couldn't say. 
Q. ·what was. the value at the time the division was made! 
A. I believe about $350.00, I think that is what they agreed 
on, there wasn't any building on it at that time. 
CROSS EX.A.l\.'.[JNATION. 
By C. C. Lee: 
Q. Mr. Love, your wife, Judy Mary Love, accepted the deed 
dated on the 6th day of December, 1918, from Henry D. Love, 
and wife, Sallie Love and husband, Minnie Cooper and hus-
band, and Etta Lpve, recorded in Deed Book 67, pag·e 341, 
which conveyed her the 106 acres, that is the. share of Fannie 
and Judy tog-ether, she accepted that deed, she recognized 
the title? 
A. Yes, it was divided into three different tracts, two parts 
in each tract, and she took the part of her and Fannie. 
Q. There is no question about Fannie being entitled to that 
one-sixth interest? 
A. No. 
Q. Your wife accepted l1er deed and joined in other deeds 
to other heirs, to Henry aud Minnie and them? 
A. She deeded it all to them because it was all in Judy's 
name. 
Q. vVhy? 
A. Because she had bought it and paid for it. 
Q. vVhy was Henry Love and the others making deeds to 
Judy Mary Love of this land if ,Judy owned iU 
A. She divided it up berauE:e they were all brothers and 
sisters. 
page 51 ~ Q. And it was put in Judy's name as Trustee! 
A. She paid for it. 
l\fr. Dillard: Objected to as attempting to verify a con-
tract of parole evidence. , 
Mr. Lee: I object to the deeds which are introduced by the 
defendants because thev are outside of the answer filed in 
this cause. ~ 
Mr. Dillard: ·we will amend the answer. 
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FURTHER EXAMINATION. 
By C. C. Lee: 
Q. The deeds recite that "Wiley Love died and that the land 
was to be divided into six parts and your wife was a party 
and you signed some¥ 
A. I think I did. 
Q. In other words, you treated all of that property as bc-
~onging to the heirs of "\Viley Love and divided it up? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that was the true way it belonging, it was conveyed 
to your wife as Trustee for ·wney? 
A. No, she paid for it. 
Q. Then why did she divide it up? 
A. I don't know "~hy she did, but she did do it. 
Q. But she accepted these deeds! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is $40.00 a month a low price to keep and take earc of 
Fannie? · 
· A. Looks like it would take care of her. 
Q. You wouldn't do it for $40.00'Y 
A. I done it a long time for nothing. 
page 52 ~ Q. You wouldn't do it now for $40.00 a month? 
A. I coulcln 't. 
RE-DIRECT. 
By H. D. Dillard : 
Q. You are nof housekeeping at all? 
A. No., sir. 
Q. You have no place to take her f 
A. No. 
Q. Do you authorize tho stenogTaplier to sign your 1rnmc to 
these depositions? 
A. Yes. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
ELDRIDGE LOVE 
By MYRTLE P. PICKREL 
Stenographer 
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page 53 } State of Virginia, 
County of Franklin, to-wit: 
I, Myrtle P. Pickrel, a Notary Public in and for the County 
of Franklin aud State of Virginia, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing depositions of ,Virginia Love Taylor and Eldridge 
Love, who were first duly sworn, were duly taken, reduced to 
writing, and signatures of witnesses authorized, before me, 
at the place and time therein mentioned, pursuant to agree-
ment of counsel. 
Given under my hand ~his the 31st day of October, 1947. 
My commission expires August 20, 1950. · 
Stenographer's fee $~.50. 
page 54 } Deed Book 55 
Page 128 
MYRTLE P. PICKREL, 
Notary Public. 
THIS DEED, made this the 8th Nov, 1906, between Abigail 
Hodges, ( formerly Love) party of the on~ part, and Judy 
:Mary Love, party of the other part. WITNESSETH: 
That said party of the one part in consideration of $200.00, 
Forty of which is paid in cash and the balance in one, two, 
nnd three years with interest from date doth hereby, bargain, 
· sell, grant and convey with General Warranty unto said party 
of the other part, the entire interest of said Abigail Hodges 
in the lands heretofore conveyed her and her children by her 
first husband, Wiley Love, deceased, by deed of record in 
County Court Clerk's office, Franklin county, Virginia, con-
taining 400 acres, more or less, said land is siyuated in Frank-
lin county, Virginia, on Brier Mountain adjoining the lands of 
Arnold Mc Ghee, Nelson McGhee, Tazewell Richards and 
others and now in the possession of said party of the one 
part a Vendor's lien is reserved on the land till all purchase 
money is paid. 
"\Vitness the follo:wing signature and seal. 
ABIGAIL HODGES (Seal) 
vVitness P. H. DILLARD. 
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State of Virginia: 
I, 0. H. Price, Clerk of tl1e Circuit Court for the county 
aforesaid in the State of Virginia, do certify that 
page 55 r Aba/ail Hodges whose name is signed to the writ-
ing hereto annexed bearing date on the 8th day of 
Nov., 1906, has acknowledged the same before me in my county 
aforesaid~ 
Given urider my hand this 8 day of Nov., 1906. 
0. H. PRICE,. Clerk . 
. va. 
In Franklin County Clerk"s Office 8th Nov., 1906, The fore-
going deed with certificate of acknowledgement thereon ren-
dered was this day admitted to record at 10 :00 a. m. 
Teste:. 
0. H. PRICE, Clerk. 
page 56 f DEED BOOK 43, PAGE 308. 
THIS DEED made this 19th cla:y of April, in the year 1893,. 
between ·wney Love, party of the :first part, and 0. H. Price,. 
Trustee, party of the second part, 
vVITNES'SETH :-
That whereas there is a snit pending in the Circuit Court 
of Franklin County, which has for its object, among other 
things, the obtaining a settlement by the said party of the-
first part upon his wife, Abbie Love, and Iler children; and 
v\Thcrcas, an agreement has heretofore been entered into be-
between the said Wiley Love and his said wife, dated January 
14th in the year 1893, to settle tlie matters in controversy in 
the said suit in pais, by which agreement the said Wiley Love· 
agreed to settle upon his said wife and children the property 
hereinafter conveyed; 
Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises and the· 
further sum of FIVE DOLLARS, the receipt whereof is here-
by acknowledged, the said party of' the first part doth here-
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by grant, convey, bargain, sell and release and confirm unto 
the said 0. IL Price, Trustee, all that certain tract or parcel 
of land lying and being in Franklin County, State of Virginia, 
adjoining the lands of T. M. ,vmiams, W. T. Scott, T. J. and 
J. P. Ramsey, and others and containing Eighty.eight acres, 
more or less, and is the same land conveyed to the said Wiley 
Love by the heirs of Katie Love, deceased, also two certain 
lots of land purchased by the said Wiley Love in 
page 57 ~ the suit of Richards v. Love and for which he has 
paid in full, but has not yet acquired a conveyance 
of same, but hereby requests the said Court of Franklin County 
to order to be conveyed to his said wife and children, subject 
to the conditions and limitations of this deed. 
In trust, nevertheless, for the following uses and purposes 
and for none other whatsoever, the said Trustee shall hold . 
the said property for the use of the said Abbie Love for her 
life, and at her death, to the issue of the body of the said 
1\.bbie Love by said husband, ,viley Love, as may be living 
at the time of her death, or to the children of such a may be 
dead, the said Abbie Love shall be left in control of the said 
premises as long as she may live and use and enjoy all the 
profits thereof free from the control of her said husband, and 
not liable for any debts of his either hitherto or hereafter 
made. And for the more convenient as well as for the more 
profitable management of the said property, the said Trustee 
shall by and with the consent of the said Abbie Love, at any 
time when the same shall appear to the interest of the said, 
Abbie Love and her children, sell any or all of the lands here-
in conveyed and re-invest the proceeds in property of the like 
kind or some other suitable investment. And the said Wiley 
Love doth hereby warrant generally the title to the lands 
lierein conveyed. 
,vITNESS the following signatures and seals. 
(Signed) A. L. McGHEE. 
His 
(Signed) W. P. X LOVE. 
• 
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Franklin County, to-wit: 
I, A. L. McGhee, a N ota1y Public, for the County, and 
State of :Virginia, do certify that Wiley Love, whose name is 
signed to the above writing bearing date on the 19th day of 
April, 1893, has acknowledged the same before me in my 
County afore said. 
Given under my hand this 20th day of April, 1893. 
(Signed) A. L. McGHEE, N. P. 
Recorded 29th day of May, 1893, in Deed Book 43, at p. 308. 
page 59 ~ DECREE. 
Entered April 4, 1949. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Franklin County. 
DECREE. 
Posey F. Co~per, Committee of Fannie Love, Incompetent, 
v. 
Grady W. Gregory, Administrator of Judy Mary Love, de-
ceased, et al. 
IN CHANCERY. 
This cause came on this day to be heard upon complainant's 
bill, upon the answer and amended answer of the defendants1 
and general replication thereto, upon the dopositions taken 
on behalf of the coritplainaut and defendants, and was argued 
by counsel. a 
And it appearing that the object of this proceeding is to 
subject the estate of which Judy Mary Love died seized and 
possessed for the benefit of the complainant as Committee of 
Fannie Love, an incompetent, by virtue of a certain deed or 
contract of December 6th, 1918, and of record in the Office of 
the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Franklin County, Virginia, 
• • 
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in Deed Book 67, page 341, which provided, inter alia, for the 
-care, support and maintenance of said Fannie Love, incom-
petent, based upon the provisions set forth in said contract; 
and upon consideration whereof, the court is of the opinio~ 
that said contract is without efficacy or sufficient consider~-
tion upon which to predicate said contract in so far as the. 
provisions therein contained for the care, support and main-
tenance of Fannie Love is concerned, in that the consideration 
is based upon the conveyance of an undivided remainder 
estate in the lands of Fannie Love by grantors other than 
the owners thereof, to which the grantors had 
page 60 }- neither legal nor equitable ownership therein; a,nd 
it is therefore adjudge, ordered and decreed that 
the attempted conveyance of the share of Fannie Love by her: 
brothers and sisters as set forth in the deeds of December 
5th-6th, 1918, in so far as it concerns the share of Fannie 
Love, be, and the same is null and void; and that the com-
plainant is not entitled to. the relief prayed for in said bill 
to subject the estate of Judy Mary Love deceased for th~. 
lJenefit of said complainant. 
And it appearing to the court that the attempted partition· 
in pais as set forth in said deeds of December 5th-6th, 1918, 
was based upon a subdivision of said lands by disinterested 
parties, and that same was fair and reasonable in so far, 
3S the proper subdivision was concerned; but. that,~aid deeds 
are void in so far as the attempt to convey the undiyided share 
of Fannie Love was concerned without the intervention of a 
-court of equity; and it further appearing to the court tliat 
since said partition that sales have been .made· of some of. 
the shares of said parties, and that Qet,t~rments have been. 
made upon some ·of said subdivisions, and whi1st · Fannie Love 
is still the o,vner of a one-sixth undivided remainder interest 
in said land, and that it would be a most difficult task to re-· 
partition the same property and proper1y adjust the equities 
amongst all of the parties after the changes of more than 
thirty years; and it further· appearing that the share of said 
land to which Fannie Love was entitled was conveyed to 
Judy Mary Love along with the share, of Judy :Mary Love in 
lier own right, and that it would better serve the ends of 
justice to direct the partition of the 103 acre tract so con-
Yeyed to said Judy Mary Love by said deeds, allotting ap-
proxirnately 53 acres to the heirs of Judy Mary 
page 61 ~ Love. and the same amount to Fannie Love, equaliz-
ing the· acreage and the value thereof as nearly as 
possible, and it is accordingly adjudged, ordered and decreed. 
And it appearing that subsequent to the aforesaid deeds 
0 
• 
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of partition that Judy Mary Love erected a residence and 
other improvements upon a portion of said land so conveyed 
to her by said partition in pais, and that in the division of 
said land the same should be divided in such manner as to 
include said betterments on the portion of said land to be 
assigned to the heirs of Judy Mary Love, and that in estimat-
ing tlie value of same for the purpose of said division that 
the said betterments so erected by Judy Mary Love shall not 
be taken itito. consideration, but only the acreage and the value 
thereof, a-nd, lt is so adjudged, ordered and decreed. 
. For the "P.itrpose of making said division of said 106 acre 
tract l)etween the heirs of Judy Mary Love of the one part, 
and Fannie Love of the other part, the court will ask the re-
spective attorneys for the complainant and the defendants, 
together with the complainant as well as one of the heirs of 
,Judy Mary Love to undertake to agree upon a division line, 
if possible, in order to save further expense, and to make their 
report to this court; but upon their failure to agree upon said 
division line, the court will proceed to appoint viewets for 
said pu rposc. 
For the purpose of defraying the expense of dividing t.h(} 
said 106 acre tract between the heirs of Judy Mary Love and 
Fannie Love, the court will require tbat in the event it be-
comes necessary to make a re-survey of said land, or the ap-
pointment of viewers, that the expense thereof shall be bome 
by the respondents, since it appears that Fannie 
page 62 ~ Love is without means to pay same . 
. And it appearing to the court that the heirs of 
Judy Mary Love are still the owners of a life estate (for life 
of Abigail Love Hodges) in the share of the said land to 
which Fannie Love is entitled, and it appearing that the re-
spondents have offered so to do, the court doth further ad-
judge, order ancl decree that for the purpose of releasing said 
life estate that any deed making the partition of said 106 
acre tract under the supervision of this court shall release 
and quit claim unto said Fannie Love the said life estate. 
The court's opinion filed herein is hereby made a part of 
the record in this cause. 
And tlle counsel for the plaintiff objected to the entry of 
the foregoing decree, and excepted to the action of the court 
in entering the same upon the grounds that the same is con-
trary to the law and evidence in this cause. 
page 63 ~ Posie F. Cooper, Committee of Fannie. Love, 
1J. 
Grady W. Gregory, Admr. of Judy Mary Love, dec'cl, et aL 
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OPINION. 
This is a proceeding in chancery whereby Posie F. Cooper7 
Committee of Fannie Love, an Incompetent, seeks to subject 
the real estate of which Judy Mary Love died, seized and 
possessed, for the benefit, care and maintenance of Fannie 
Love. The suit is predicated upon an agreement dated De..; 
cember 6, 1918, which is of record in the Clerk's Office of the 
Circuit Court of Franklin County, in Deed Book 67, page 3411 
In order to get a clear picture of the questions involved, it 
will be necessary to go back a number of years and lead up to= 
the date of the contract upon which this matter is based. 
In 1893, Wiley Love, and his wife Abigail, were involved' 
with domestic difficulties, and made a settlement with respect 
to property rights. Wiley Love conveyed to O. H. Price, TrusJ 
tee, a tract of land consisting of something more than three 
hundred acres. The deed provided, in effect, that Abigail 
Love was to have a beneficial life estate and control of this' 
land for life, with remainder over to the six children of 
Wiley and Abigail Love. This deed is dated the 19th day 
of April, 1893, and of record in said Clerk's Office in Deed: 
Book 43, page 308. Wiley Love died soon after the turn of 
the century, and 0. H. Price, some years later. After the' 
death of ,vney Love, Abigail married a man by 
page 64 ~ name of Hodges. Abigail Hodges is still living. . 
On the 8th day of November, 1906, Abigail Love 
Hodges conveyed her entire interest in the lands theretofore 
conveyed her and her children by her .first husband, to Judy 
Mary Love. Judy Mary Love was a daughter of Wiley and 
Abigail Love. After the conveyance from Abigail Hodges. 
(formerly Love) to Judy Mary Love, the latter had a life1 
estate (for the life of Abigail Hodges) in all the land so con~ 
veyed ·to Abigail Love by Wiley Love, deceased. 
],annie Lovo, for whose benefit this suit was brought, is· 
an incompetent, and one of the six children of Wiley and 
Abigail Love. About 1909 or 1910, Fannie Love started liv-
ing with her sister, Judy Mary Love, who had married one 
Eldridge Love. Fannie continued to live in the home of Judy 
Mary Love and her family, and was so living at the time of 
the agreement of December 6, 1918. On December 5, 1918, 
the heirs of Wiley Love, deceased, undertook a partition i1i 
vais of the lands which Wiley Love had conveyed for the 
use of his wife for life, with remainder to children. Fannie, 
being incompetent, did not execute the partition deed. It ap-
pears that the lands was firRt allotted in six portions, but 
~ome of the remainder owners acquired the interest of the 
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others, and the land was divided into three instead of stx 
portions, each of the three portions containing approximately 
103 acres. Judy Mary Love, the owner of the life estate 
(for life of Abigail), joined in the deeds as to two of the 
three 103 acre tracts, thereby relinquishing her life estate to· 
the portions of thP. four remaindermen · other thau 
page 65 ~ Fannie and herself. The four remaiudermen ( other· 
than Fannie and Judy) thereupon conveyed the, 
103 acre tract of land to Judy Mary Love. By agreement 0£ 
December 6, 1918, which apparently was executed contem-
poraneously with the partition deed ( as both were acknowl-< 
edged and recorded at same time) the contract for main-
tenance and support of Fannie Love was entered into. This 
ag-reement, which is in form of a deed, named as gr an tors· 
the heirs of Wiley Love ( other tha,n Judy Mary and Fannie) 
as grantors, ''of the one part" and Judy Mary Love as 
grantee "of the other part". The essential provisions of 
this deed and contract recite the following: 
"That whereas, 1,Viley P. Love was the father of the above 
named parties as well as daughter, Fannie, who is unmarried 
and incapable of attending to her own affairs and needB some-
one to take care of her and. treat her kindly, and whereas, 
the said Fannie Love is entitled to a one-sixth interest hi 
the real estate has already been divided into six parts by 
the above named parties. Now, therefore, said parties of t.hc 
one part do hereby agree that said Judy Mary Love, party 
of the other part shall take the said Fannie Love into he1· 
custody and control-take good care of her, be kind to her, 
and in consideration tnerefor said Judy Mary Love is to have 
the one-sixth interest of the said Fannie Love in fee-simple 
and absolutely so far as the parties of the one part are con-
cerned, and thereupon said parties of the one part do hereby 
grant and convey with Special vV arranty unto the party of 
the other part the one-sixth interest of Fannie 
page 66 } Love in the lands of Wiley P. Love, deceased, lyiug 
. . near Sydnorsville, a bout one mi1e west of same, 
containing 53 acres, more or less, and is cut off with the 
lot of Judy Mary Love. Said lot is bounded as follows : ( de-
scribing same by metes and bounds )-containing 106 acres, 
2 R. and 28 pos and one-half which is now owned by Judy 
Mary Love, and the other one-half belongs to said Fannie 
Love and hereby conveyed to said Judy Mary Love, said 
Judy Mary agrees to provide well for said Fannie Love and 
treat her kindly." 
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The deed of December 5, 1918, which appears to have been 
executed at the same time as the one of December 6, 1918, 
also granted the same property with the same description in 
both deeds to Judy Mary Love. 
The situation with respect to the ownership or the land in. 
question immediately before the deeds of December 5th and 
tith, 1918, was as follows: Judy Mary Love owned a life estate. 
<for the lire of Abigail) in the whole tract, and the six children 
( including Fannie and . Judy Mary) owned th~ remainder 
,estate, Judy Mary owning a life estate in all, and a one-sixtq 
of the remainder . 
. The ownership of the land immediately after the partition 
in pais was : Judy Mary Love owned one-sixth of. the land, 
owning both a life _estate and a remainder tperein. Fannie 
Love owned a one-sixth, subject to. the life estate owned by. 
~Judy Mary; and the other Loves owned two-thirds (allotted; 
of the land, having acquired the life estate of JudYi 
page 67 } Mary in the partition .Qf same. . . 
Counsel for complain~nt admits in his brief that 
~T udy Mary Love did not acquire a:p.y ti.tie to Fannie's one-: 
sixth by virtue of the instrume:ql~. of December 5th and 6th, 
1918, and that Fannie is the .owner of a. one-sixth undivided 
interest in the whole thereof. This is true with the exc~ption 
that the heirs of Judy Mary Love still own .alife estate m one-
third of the same which she has not. aliened. , _ 
It does not appear from the records or .. ~vidence that the 
other Loves paid Judy Mary Love anything-for the life estate 
(life of Abigail) which she owned at the ti}J!·e of the partition. 
It would also appear that the value of the .ilife ·estate upon a 
~ommuted basis at that time was much large1dh&n the value 
of the remainder. No consideration was set .. forth in the deed 
other than that implied from the mutual partition thereof, 
·except it was recited in effect that those receiving the more 
valuable portions were to reimburse those receiving the less 
valuablP, in order to make them even. 
It appears that Fannie Love is wholly incompetent. She is 
not only f eeb]e in mind, but has suffered since childhood from 
frequent epileptic fits, sometimes having two a night; she has 
to be watched practicaily at all times; she is unable to find 
1rnr way back when away from the house, and at times cann~t 
take care of nature itself. Mr. Cooper, the Committee for 
Fannie Love, and complainant in this suit, testified that Fan-
nie needed more than board and room, if she could 
11age 68 ~ get_ it; tbat she had always been a fit subject for 
the ·asylum/ and that she had to be looked after 
like a baby. 
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In defense to complainant's bill, the respondents assertecl 
that the contract in question was one of personal service, and 
the11efore, terminated with the death of Judy Mary Love; that 
the contract was without consideration, as the deeds of De-
cember 5th and 6, 1918, purporting to convey Fannie's shar~ 
to Judy Mary· Love, did not, and could not pass any title to 
Judy Mary L~~ to the land in question. 
Judy M~ry '~ove died in 1937, and her daughter, Virginia 
Love Taylor) who was presumably living in the home of Judy 
Marv Love, took care ·of Fannie until some time in 1945, when 
she announ~ed' that she could not longer take care of Fannie. 
It appears tl1at Virginik Taylor asked permission from the 
relatives·of F-annie to place her in a state institution, to which 
they objected. lt,annie was then moved to the home of her 
aged mother, Abigail Hodges; and thereupon this suit was 
brought to subject the real estate of Judy Mary Love, de-
ceased, for. the benefit and support of Fannie. The heirs of 
Judy Mary Love disclaimed any title to that portion of the 
land to which Fannie was entitled, and offered to waive the 
life estate ( life of Abigail) they had in same. 
As to the question of whether the contract of December 6, 
1918, was predicated upon a sufficient consideration, I am of 
the opinion that there was no consideration whatsoever mov-
ing from the promisseo to the promissor. The stipulation to 
convey the share of Fannie Love to Judy l\'Iary 
page 69 ~ Love was without efficacy. The contract shows 
upon its face tliat it was an attempt to convey tho 
land of another, and an incompetent, without the interven-
tion of a court of equity. In fact., I question whether thu;. 
writing was even sufficient to convey a color of title, since tho 
dPed plamly shows that the land belonged to another. The-
brothers and sister of Fannie Love who executed this writ-
ing· were without title, legal or equitable, and therefore, conld 
not impart that wI1icb they did not have. 
As stated above, at the time of the partition in pais, Judy 
Mary Love owned the life estate which had tl1eretofore been 
granted to her by Abi~ail Love Hodges. At this time Abigail 
Love was about fifty-three years of age, and the life interest 
( c,:wned by Judy Mary Love) commuted according to the Vir-
ginia mortality statute ns of the date of December 6. 1918', 
was <>f much greater value than that of the remainder in-
terest. In addition to the life eRtate of the whole tract of 318 
acres. Judy Mary Love owned a one-sixth undivided share of 
the remainder estate. Therefore, tbe other LoYes eac,h owned 
only a one-sixtll unclivided share of the remainder. "\Vho was 
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bencfitted f How wel'e the other Loves injured by conveying 
Fannie's share which they did not own f What detriment did 
they suffer? They parted with nothing, but did obtain a 
beneficial consideration from ,JucN Maty Love by the elimina-
tion of the life estate ns to the four shares other than that 
owned by Judy Mary and F,annie. They went into the deat 
owning nothing but a remainder; they came out of the d~aJ 
with their full share of the rernaindet, and in addition .• the 
life estate intervening ~s to the four portions. 1 am, tl1ere-
. fore, consttmncd to say that I am unable to fit1d any 
page 70 ~ consideration from the promissee to the promissor. 
Nor can I see any detriment suffered by the 
promissee. Judy Mary Love relingttished her life estate to 
the four Loves other than Fannie and herself. 
Judy Mary Love had cared £or, supported and maintained 
her uuf ortunate sister. some eight or nine years prior to the 
contract of December 6, H)l8, and without help or assistance. 
from her other brothers and ~hitcrs, and so far as the record 
goes without pay, or any charge the!·efore; that _in, all; Judy 
Mary Love lia.d taken cate 0£ Fanme :for a period of some 
twenty'"seven years, art~ that Virginia Love '11aylor, the-
daughter 0£ Judy Marv Love, who was presumablv living in 
the same home at the time or the death of Judy Mary, also 
took care: of Fannie for al} additional ei$'ht years after fhe 
death of ,Jt1dy Mary Love in 1937. Fannie was a congenital 
incompetent, feeble b1 mind as well as body, and subject to 
epileptic convnlsions---"somethnM two in a single nigl1t. Sho 
could not find her wuy about, and at times Mula not take care· 
0£ nature. She had to be looked nftet· night nnd day. Th,t 
.fo~y Mary Love duhfully car~d. fo,r nnd ~ooked after FaJ?-tt~e 
until 1937, when Judy :Mary cl1ecl, 1s adrtntted; thf!t Virgmm 
Taylor likewise propedy cared for m1cl sttpported Fannie for 
an additional eight years is not denied. · 
I am, therefore., 0£ the opittion that t.here was never any mo-
tive of gain on the pai't of J ttdy l\.Im•y Love in caring for her 
sister, bttt that she ministered to tl1e comfort ttnd support of 
het unfortmtttte sister b~~aus~ of ~y~1pathy, affection attcl 
bonds of kinship, ancl t11at Judy :M:al'y Love would htwa per..; 
formed this service as fully and in the same m:mner r8gard-
1ess of the confract in qu~~t.ion. 
page 71 ~ The valtw plac-ed uport the entire tract of 31~ 
acres of land waR placied nt. $1,535.00 by the three 
disinterested parties wl10 worked out the subdhtision in De-
cember, 1918. TMs valu~ was made rig·llt nfte:r World War I, 
when £arm prices were comparable with thoMe of today. .A 
one-sixth undivided share wlls worth only $255.00 each, and 
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the five children ( other than .Judy Mary) owned only a re-· 
mainder. After deducting the value of the life estate upon 
a commuted basis, the remainder sliares of each would only 
be worth approximately $103.00 each. And, it should be 
noted that Judy Mary Love never even acquired the title to 
this pittance. The so-called deed was a mere nullity. 
Upon the most conservative basis, I would say that Judy 
l\{ary Love and her daughter have incurred an expenditure in 
time and in money, in caring for Fannie for a period of 
thirty-five years amounting· to at least $1,000.00 per year. If 
this service had been purchased from others, it would have 
run even higher. 
. Counsel for complainant urged the idea that had Fannie 
died within a short period after the contract of December 6, 
1918., Judy Mary Love would have enjoyed the benefit of 
Fannie's share for a small service. But would she? Had 
Fannie died immediately someone would iJJcur the expense of 
doctor's bill and burial. These expenses would have consti-
tuted a first lien on Fannie's land. These expenses would 
have amounted to several times the value of the land; and 
Judy Mary having cared for Fannie for eig·ht or nine years 
prior to the contract, free of charge, while the others had con-
tributed nothing; and judging from the past, Judy Mary 
. alone would haYe met this burden. But had Fannie 
page 72 ~ died, Judy Mary Love would not have become the 
owner of thiA land, since the mother of Fannie 
Love is still livin~. There was never the possibility that. 
Judy Mary could benefit in the slightest from this transaction. 
In fact, I am inclined to the opinion that the attempt to con-. 
vey Fannie's share to Judy Mary was nothing more than a. 
mere justure or a token, since the others had never assisted 
their unfortunate sister. and never seriouslv intended thi~· 
as·payment in full for :,1 life of burdensome service. Tl1e deed 
was without efficacy-merely a nudit1n pact1tm. 
Considerable contention was made as to whether the con-
tract would fall under the category of what is known as a 
''Personal service contract." or '~implied personal service'' 
on the part of Judy Mary Love. If by taking into considera-
tion the terms of the contract, the ~ondition of the parties 
and surrounding circumstances, the performance of '' per-
~on~l service'' was implied or contemplated, the ·contract, 
even if valid, would terminate upon the death of either party . 
. Having decided Ulat the contract was not supported by a 
valid consideration. it is imimportant, so far as this court is 
concerned, to go ·further; but at the request of counsel, I 
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would say that in so far as the contract of December 6, 191.8, 
could be C(?nsidered a contract, I am of the opinion that it 
would come within the category of a "personal service con-: 
tract.'' I am aware that the pre~umption is ordinarily against 
.a contract being one of personal service. A contract for: 
support of a normal adult, without more, would not be cJassi, 
fled as a contract of personal service. But it, 
page 73 ~ could be otherwise with that of an invalid, the aged, 
a young chil~ or an insane person. In this case, the. 
eontract itself sheds some light upon the subject. It provides 
that.'' Fannie, who is unmarried and incapable of attending. 
to her own affairs, needs someone to take care of her and 
treat her kindly"• * * "that said Judy Mary Love• * * shall 
take the said Fannie Love into her custody and control---:· 
take good care of her, be kind to her", etc. According to the'. 
evidence of Posie F. Cooper, Committee of said Fannie Love, 
the complainant in this case, Fannie Love has always been~ 
fit subject for the asylum; she needs more than room and'. 
board; she has to be cared for like a baby. .Also the fact that 
Fannie is an irresponsible female would indfoat~·, something· 
more than ordinary care would be required ... I an;i ··also of the 
opinion that the fact that Judy Mary Love :had given. thiBi 
service to Fannie for some A~ig~.t or nine .years prior to the 
eontract in question, would be indicative· of' the ·fact that the, 
same manner of service was to continue. I am.o_f the opinion 
that ''personal service" was certainly contemp,~ted and per-
formed. Judy Mary Love was not a person of wealth. The 
Loves lived in a rural community. The·--~opportunities for 
wealth were not considerable. It would be unreasonable to 
imagine that it was contemplated that Judy Mary Love would 
hire this done, or procure for a consideration a home for. 
Fannie elsewhere. It is certain that no one in his right mind 
would be_ naive enough to undertake a contract of this kind 
with the idea of gain for the insignificant value of this land, 
even though the title had been good. Who would care, even 
for a reasonable consideration, to take an incom-
page 7 4 ~ petent., such aR Fannie Love, into hi_s home Y I . 
· doubt if any pl.ace could be obtained, aside from a 
state institution; where Fannie could be cared for properly, 
for any consideration that the average person, or the rela-
tives of Fannie could afford. · · 
The cohtention~ was ·urged that the fact that Judy Mary 
Love, having bad· the use of Fannie's land, was sufficient to 
provide a consideration. . The answer to this is the fact that 
J.u.dy<Mary already owned a: life estate ther~in (for the life 
of Abigail Love Hodges). 
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It is also urged that the contract of December 6, 1918, being 
under se~_·c.onclttsively imp.orts. a considerati~n. While a 
seal may import a cot1s1derahon, 1t could not ta1se a contract 
to higher dignity than the '\"'el'bage would import. 
Counsel for complainant _contended that the sum of $95.00 
which was paid to .Judy Mary Love to compensate for the 
differential in valne of the rcspet'tive shares as set forth in 
the deed of December 5, 1918, and that one .. half of this sum,. 
to-wit: $47.50 belonged to Fannie Love. This differential was 
paid on account of the other Loves' receiving the choice di-
visions. No reference is marle to this differential under the 
contract o:f: DMember 6, 1918, While the question as to the 
$47.50 was not raised in the pleadings nor in the evidence, the-
respondents in their brief, claim that this sum wns used ex--
elusively for the benefit of Fannie for medical bills aud otlte1· 
items £01' the comfort and enjoyment of Fannie. Under the 
de minimis docttine, the law does not concern with trifles~ 
However, I am requiring tho heits of Judy Mnry Lo-ve to 
relinquish the life estate they now own in that 
page 75 } portion which should go to Fannie, and am also 
requiring the heirs of Judy Mary Love to pay the 
expense of the partition of the 103 .. acre tract., one .. half of the 
acreage, or the value thereof, belongs to Fannie Love, in-
competent. 
Technically and legally, Fannie Love is eiititled to her one-
sixth 's nndi'tided remainder interest in the whole of saicl 
property; bnt as it appears_ that the former subdivision Wtls 
made by three capable and difdnterest~d partieE41 and from all 
I can gather the said subdivision was fair and eqttitablA in so .. 
far as it :pei:tained to the s1.1~divhdon of the re.s{>ect~ve shares;, 
I am rahfymg and confirtmng the saul patbtton insofar ag 
it pertains to the subdivision of said property, nnd directing 
the re-dh,ision of that portion of t11e 10 acre tract which was 
attempted to be conveyed to Judy Mary Love, wbfoh Mid tract 
included approximately 5~ acr'=?s b~lon~ing_ to · ,!ttdy Mary 
Love, and 53 acres to whrnh Fannrn Love ts entitled, and I 
. am directing tllat tho ditisic>n of the land be so made as to 
include the bette1ment~ erected by. .Judy Mary Love, to be 
assigned to the heirA of .Judy Mary Love, the $aid land to be 
as nearly equally divided as possible, both as to act·eage and 
value. 
It would be a mm~t difficnlt undMtnking at thifs time: nfte1· 
more than thirty years, to re-partition the whole of said 
property. Jmprovemonts have been ereeted, sales m~de, 
roads changed, etc., and it would be all but impossible to dig-
entangle this matter now. 
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· In my opinion the equities in this cause are with the· '.cie-; 
f endants. I cannot recall ever having considered any ¢tiuse 
wherein the equities were more one way. 11 
A. H. HOPKINS 
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In the Circuit Court of Franklin County. 
Posie F. Cooper., Committee for Fannie Love. 
v. 
Grady W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin County, Virginia, and 
as such Administrator of Judy J\L Love, Deceased, Virginia 
Love Taylor and others. 
NOTICE. 
To the Defendants in the above entitled cause: 
You are hereby notified that the undersig·ned will apply to 
the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Franklin County, Virginia, 
on the 23rd day of .April, 1949, for a transcript of the record 
in this cause for the purpose of effecting an appeal herein. 
C. C. LEE, 
.A.ttorney for the Plaintiff. 
Legal service on behalf of tl1e defendants in the above en-
titled cause is hereby accepted, this the 18th day of April, 
1949. 
Virg·inia: 
VIRGIL H. GOODF.J, 
Attorney for the Defendants. 
In the Cle1·k's Office of the Circuit Court of Franklin 
County, Virginia. 
. 
I, T. W. Carper, Clerk of tlle Circuit Court of Franklin 
County, Virginia, do certify that the foregoing is a true copy 
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of. the record in the suit of Posie F. Cooper., Committee for 
.. Fannie Love v. Grady W. Gregory, Sheriff of Franklin 
County Virginia, and as such Administrator of the estate 
of Judie M. Love, Deceased and others. 
Teste: 
T. 1.N. CARPER, Clerk. 
A Copy-Tcste: 
M. B. ·w A TTS, C. C. 
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